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RESPONDING TO THE VALUE 
IMPERATIVE: LEARNING TO CREATE 
VALUE IN THE 
ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP 
KENNETH R. MARGOLIS* 
I. INTRODUCTION - WHY Is IT IMPoRTANT TO TEACH ABOUT 
VALUE CREATION IN LAW SCHOOL? 
There is widespread agreement that law schools cannot do every-
thing necessary to prepare students for the competent practice of law.1 
Perhaps law schools are best suited to concentrate on basic legal skills 
and knowledge building a foundation for the more advanced skills and 
knowledge that every lawyer must possess in order to represent clients 
effectively.2 
Even in clinical programs, there are limits to what can be taught 
to novice practitioners. How to relate to clients, basic factual investi-
gation, fundamental legal research, how to prepare a simple statement 
to the court, how to plan for a negotiation - let alone the practice 
necessary to hone those skills to an appropriate level of effectiveness 
- are all standard fare for the clinical teacher trying to introduce stu-
dents to the various tasks lawyers perform in their work. 
In addition, the demands of clinic cases usually require explora-
tion of more sophisticated lawyering skills, such as strategy formation 
and implementation, decision making under uncertainty and sensitiv-
ity to ethical dilemmas. 
This article discusses another topic for clinical teachers to con-
sider adding to their teaching agendas. In this paper, I identify the 
"value imperative" implicit in the attorney-client relationship and sug-
* Professor and interim Co-Dfi-ector of the Milton A. Kramer Law Clinic, Case West-
ern Reserve University School of Law. I am especially grateful to David Binder, Stacy 
Caplow, Steve EHmann, Gay Gellhorn and Kate Kruse for their encouragement and help-
ful comments on the earlier draft. 
1 ArviErucAN BAR AssociATION, SEen oN oF LEGAL EoucATION AND AoMissroNs To 
THE BAR, LEGAL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT- AN EDUCATIONAL 
CoNTINUUM, REPORT OF TI-lE TAsK FORCE ON LAW ScHOOLS AND THE PROFESSION: NAR-
ROWING THE GAP 8 (1992) [hereinafter "THE MACCRATE REPORT"]. 
2 /d. at 233, referring to STANDARD 302 of the Ar.1ER1CAN BAR AssOCIATION STAN-
DARDS FOR AccREDITATION which requires instruction in the "core" curriculum, instruc-
tion in "skills," "\vriting experience," and "duties and responsibilities of the legal 
profession." See also Jonathan Rose, The MacCrate Report's Restatement of Legal Educa-
tion: The Need for Reflection and Horse Sense, 44 J. LEGAL Eouc. 548, 559-64 (1994). 
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Every lawyer deals with the decision making process that is at the 
heart of what it means to create value in every case with every client. 
We can ignore the question of whether we are creating value for the 
client if we wish, but nevertheless, the question is always present.5 
There are other reasons to teach about value creation. Clinicians 
have widely embraced the idea that legal representation should be 
"client-centered."6 Client-centered representation means we pay 
close attention to the client's goa!s.7 It means we do our best to ac-
complish those goals, taking into account the legal framework and fac-
tual nuances, the financial and time constraints present, and the 
various alternative means for accomplishing those goals.8 It means we 
. become, primarily, solvers of a client's problem.9 Sometimes, it means 
we help clients solve their own problems.l0 
To solve a client's problem certainly implies that we have made 
the client's situation better in some significant respect. It means we 
have at least reduced the uncertainty and anxiety of the client's pre-
dicament. To do this, we must fully understand the client's situation 
because, as has been recognized, it is the situation, not the legal 
"case," that creates the problemil 
Lawyers might argue so long as we "favorably" resolve the case, 
we have created value for that client. Unfortunately, clients do not 
necessarily share that view. Certainly clients care about the result, but 
they also care about how the result was obtained- how long it took, 
5 Teaching aboul value creation also can help lawyers (and law students) to avoid the 
emotions of anger and resentment that can develop as reactions to the things some clients 
do- for example, being tardy to appointments or failing to cooperate fully in the prepara-
tion of the case. A clear understanding of the conte),:tual factors a client brings to a repre-
sentation as well as her expectations of benefit and sacrifice provides a basis for important 
mutual understandings about goals and means to achieve them. 
For an interesting discussion about how such emotional reactions by lawyers can cause 
them to act as "amoral technicians" see Joseph Allegretti, Shooting Elephants, Sen,ing Cli-
ellts: An Essay on George Orwell and the Lawyer-Client Relationship, 27 CREIGHTON L. 
REv.!, 17-23 (1993). 
6 DAviD A. BtNDER,1PAuL BERGMAN & SusAN C. PRICE, LAWYERS AS CoUNSELORs: 
A CLIENT-CENTERED APPROACH 16 (1991); Robert D. Dinerstein, Client-Centered Corm-
seling: Reappra[mf and Refinement, in CLINICAL ANTHOLOGY READINGS FOR LIVE-CLI-
ENT CuNrcs 154-56 (Alex J. Hurder, FrankS. Bloch, Susan L. Brooks & Susan L. Kay eds., 
1997). 
7 BINDER ET AL. supra note 6, at 19-23; Alex J. Hurder, Negotiming the Lawyer-Client 
Relationship: A Search for Equality and Collaboration, 44 BUFFALO L. Rev. 7t, 76-80 
(1996). 
8 BINDER ET AL, supra note 6. 
~~ fd. at 268; THE MACCRATE REPORT, supra note 1, at 148-51. 
10 See, e.g., ERIC GALTON, REPRESENTING CLIENTS IN MEDIATiON 3-4 (1994) in which 
the author identifies "pure form mediation" as a method by which the mediator "empow-
ers" the parties "to identify constructive options and solutions" and make them "fully re-
sponsible" for those options and solutions. 
l1 BINDER ET AL, supra note 6, at 14-15. 
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what financial cost was incurred, what inconvenience or emotional toll 
the experience exacted, and how empowering or demeaning was the 
. p expenence. -
In the days when there were fewer lawyers and non-lawyer legal 
service providers, perhaps the issue of value to clients was Jess pre-
dominant. Clients simply had no choice but to rely on the lawyers 
available to navigate through the unknown waters of their legal trou-
bles. Times have changed. Beginning ir1 the 1960's, the consumer 
movement increased interest in the law as a profession, yielding more 
practicing lawyers and non-lawyer providers. Heightened awareness 
on the part of citizens about their options for obtaining legal help re-
sulted in a kind of competition in the Jegal-:narket that previously had 
been unknown.13 Increasingly, clients came to expect that they would 
receive legal services that they perceive as valuable.14 
Trends in modern life affect what lawyers will need to know how 
to do. Greater internationalization and interdependence of world 
markets and cultures, growing complexity of scientific and technical 
issues, longevity of life, cultural diversity and the slowing rate of 
growth of standards of living, all will have an impact on the shape and 
purpose of legal institutions and lawyers.15 These changes suggest 
that lawyers should strive to insure that their contribution to a particu-
lar activity exceeds their cost.16 Not only will greater efficiency be 
necessary, requiring knowledge of the uses of advanced technology, 
but the legal profession needs to learn to deal with clients' increasing 
willingness to look to alternatives to lawyers for the resolution of their 
problems.l7 
As pointed out by Professors Mixon and Otto, many areas of law 
currently stress the notion that clients should receive value in the reso-
lution of their legal problems. For example, the alternative dispute 
resolution movement has at its heart the goal of finding acceptable 
12 John Mixon & Gordon Otto, Continuous Quality Improvement, Law and Legal Edu-
cation, 43 EMoRY L.J. 393, 409 (1994): "Currently, lawyers tend to think that clients are 
totally result-oriented. This narrow view, however, does not reflect reality. Clients want 
direct, realistic, and understandable advice; ... they want to be treated as partners in the 
endeavor; they want good value for their money." See also HENRY W. EwALT, THROUGH 
THE CLIENT's EYES 38 (1994). 
13 Despite the growth of the general population, the ratio of general population to the 
number of lawyers has steadily fallen from 790 to 1 in 1948 to 320 to 1 in 1991. THE 
MAcCRATE REPORT, supra note 1, at 15; see also Gary A. Munneke, Dances with 
NonLawyers: A New Perspective on Lmv Firm Di!•er:;ijka;iun, Gl FoRDHAM L. REv. 559, 
560~65 (IYY2). 
l.J TI10mas D. Morgan, Economic Reality Facing 21st Century Lawyers, 69 WAsH L. 
REV. 625, 633 (1994). 
15 !d. at 633-634. 
16 !d. at 631. 
17 !d. See also EWALT, supra note 11, at 6; Munneke. supra note 13, at 562. 
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resolution techniques that will result in greater client satisfaction 
through more involvement of the client in fashioning creative solu-
tions at lower cost.l 8 In criminal practice, the fact that the vast major-
ity of cases are settled i<1dicates thai lawyers for government as well as 
defendants are interested in finding resolutions that both sides can 
tolerate so 2s to mip_.imize risk and cost. Su long as clients are fully 
involved in the decision making in such situations, the process has the 
potential to yield greater value in the result. 19 Contract law, antitrust, 
labor relations, corporate and securities, family law, tort, property, 
and administrative law all have shown shifts in basic approach so as to 
provide greater benefit and less cost, often yielding more value.20 The 
tendencies toward greater standardization in the processing of all legal 
matters - use of forms, check lists, instructions and other transac-
tional aids - are aimed at reducing costs, increasing efficiency and 
potentially providing greater value.2 ' 
The question of whether client satisfaction is a legitimate aim or 
function of law or the legal system may be important for theoretical 
purposes22 because it forces us to think about how we design systems 
to deal with various legal problems. In addition, if we view the law as 
a consumer product, it becomes immediately clear why client satisfac-
tion and value are important goals to achieve.23 
No consumer product or service will survive if it does not satisfy 
its users. An important component of customer satisfaction is value.24 
If the customer does not feel a good value has been provided, she will 
not buy again, she may complain or request her money back, and may 
attempt to damage the reputation of the producer by telling other 
consumers of her dissatisfaction.25 
Aside from what might be academic concerns about the role of 
law and lawyers in society,26 legal practitioners have certainly per-
18 Mixon & Otto, supra note 12, at 417-18. 
19 !d. at 418-419. 
20 !d. at 419-423. 
21 !d. at 423-424. I 
22 See generally JOHN RA.wts, A THEORY OF JusTICE (1971). 
23 BINDER ET AL., supra note 6, at 260-261; EWALT, supra note 12, nt 95; EARL 
NAUMANN, CREATING CUSTOMER VALUE: THE PATH TO SUSTAINABLE COMPETITIVE An-
VANTAGE 28 (1995); Mixon & Otto, supra note 12, at 435. 
24 KENNETH R. MARGoLis, THE CasE Sruov: A REPoRT oN SMALL BusiNESs CLIENT 
SATISFACTION WITH THE DELIVERY OF LEGAL SERVICES 15, 24 (1993) (On file With the 
author). 
25 NAur--tANN, supra note 23, at 129, in which it is noted that "a dissatisfied customer 
will tell seven or eight other individuals about his or her experiences." 
26 See e.g. Mixon & Otto, supra note 12, at 432-35 in which Professors Mixon and Otto 
provide a brief overview of the work of Professors Harold Lasswell and Myres McDougal 
from the 1930's to the 1970's, who through their efforts in applying social science method-
ology to Jaw "identified eight value categories - power, wealth, enlightenment, skill, re-
122 CLINICAL LAW REVIEW (Vol. 5:117 
ceived a change in the nature of the demands and expectations of cli-
ents regarding their servicesP It appears that law firms must "get 
closer to the client" in terms of understanding their needs and desires 
in order to redefine client service.28 These attempts are oriented to-
wards providing more value in legal services. 29 
These dynamics in the legal services industry have been described 
by Professor F. Leary Davis as "buyer's market" conditions.'o 
Through a comparison of certain employee statistics in the finance, 
insurance and real estate industries, Professor Davis documents that 
the legal services industry is experiencing buyers' market conditions 
much like the situation prior to the 1960's31 when the billable hour 
came into widespread use.32 He claims thq.t buyers' market conditions 
put a renewed emphasis on client relationships and the creation of 
new frameworks for legal practice.33 
The emphasis on client relationships certainly implicates ques-
tions of value.34 The purpose of a meaningful attorney-client relation-
ship is to maximize the lawyer's understanding of the client's situation 
and needs, so that the legitimate goals the client considers important 
have the best chance of attairunent.35 Relationships are not static. 
Either they improve or they deteriorate. 36 Maintaining and improving 
positive client relationships is a major component of a lawyer's work 
on a case.37 
Since value appears to be important in achieving an effective, sat-
spect, rectitude, affection, and well-being," and postulated that law attempts to create 
"greater human dignity" - a form of customer satisfaction. 
27 See e.g. JosEPH V. WALKER & BARBARA L. CIARAMITARO, TOTAL QuALITY MAN-
AGEMENT IN AcnoN, ONE FIRM's JOURNEY TOWARD QuALITI' AND EXCELLENCE 3-7 
(1994) in which the authors, lawyers with Plunkett & Cooney P.C. of Detroit, Michigan 
recount the reasons for undertaking a plan based upon total quality management princi-
ples to improve their client relations and the overall level of client satisfaction with their 
services. 
28 !d. at 16. 
29 fd. at 4. 
30 F. Leary Davis, Back to the Future: The Buyer's ·Market and the Need for Law Fim1 
Leadership, Creativity and Innovation, 16 CAMPBELL L. REv. 147 (1994). 
31 !d. at 149-151. 
32 !d. at 157-159. 
33 !d. at 174-178. 
34 !d. at 186. 
35 See e.g. MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY DR 7-lOl(A) (1980) 
(hereinafter "MoDEL CoDE"), in which a lawyer is admonished not to intentionally "(1) 
Fail to seek the lawful objectives of his client through reasonably available means permit-
ted by law and the Disciplina...ry Rules, .. . "or "{2) Fail to carry out a contract oi employ-
ment entered into with a client for professional services, ... " To similar effect, see MoDEL 
RuLES oF PRoFESSIONAL CoNDUCT (hereinafter "MoDEL RULES"), Rules 1.2(a) and 3.2 
(19R3). 
36 See, e.g., ANN W. SCI-!AEF, WHEN SociETY BECOMES AN ADDICT 28 (1987). 
37 EWALT, supra note 12, at 40. 
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isfying attorney-client relationship, it would seem useful, even founda-
tional. for students to learn about value creation in the attorney-client 
relationship ns one of the building blocks for successful law practice. 
Since law school clinics and some extern field placements are the pri-
mary places in law school where the changing dynamics of the attor-
ney-client relationship can be observed and studied,38 clinical 
programs can effectively expose law students to the principles of value 
creation throughout the handli_ng of cases.39 
This article is an attempt to approach the teaching of value crea-
tion in a way that can be applied to any attorney-client relationship. 
My premise is that value in legal services can be objectively defined by 
legal professionals, subjectively perceived by the client, or both. My 
purpose in the article is to suggest that for value to be meaningfully 
achieved, there must be both "actual value," and value which is "per-
ceived" by the client.4D 
In Section II, I define value in legal services. In Section III, I 
present a model for creating value in legal services. In Section rv, I 
define "value points" and suggest that legal representation proceeds 
from one "value point" to the next until the client arrives at a final 
assessment of the value received from the attorney-client relationship. 
Finally, in Section V, I present examples in which I apply the model to 
three hypothetical disputes that could arise in a law school clinical 
practice.41 
38 Although an argument might be made that some aspects of the clinical curriculum 
might be taught as well in simulation settings, the dynamics of the attorney~client relation-
ship cannot be studied as effectively in a simulation course. This is true largely because of 
the difficulty in reproducing the many variables present in a relationship that develops over 
time between two unique individuals. 
39 One way our clinical program exposes students to value creation is to teach students 
time/billing procedures by which we are able to compare results obtained on behalf of a 
client with the time and effort it took to achieve them. We can thereby consider financial 
cost/benefit tradeoffs (through the preparation of mock statements for services rendered) 
as well as the balancing of more intangible benefits and costs of the legal services rendered. 
We engage in these discussion,s near the end of the semester, and do not emphasize "effi-
ciency" over learning at any time throughout the term. Like most clinicians, we stress high 
quality service by students since we believe, especially at this stage of a new lawyer's ca-
reer, that it is more important to instill basic values of thoroughness and superior service 
first. We do believe, however, that it is appropriate to reflect back on ways in which our 
work could have provided more value. whether by shortening the cycle time of the case, 
reducing the cost that a similar client would have to pay or providing more non-monetary 
benefits that were important to the client. 
-IO See, e.g., THE ABA GuiDE To LEGAL MARKETING 148, 151 (Gary A. Munneke & 
Susan Raridon eds., 1995) . 
..J.l Although I believe thal this model is applicable to transactional legal work as well as 
dispute resolution, this article's focus is on disputes. I did this for two reasons: 1) generally 
speaking, it is probably more difficult to create value in dispute resolution because of Lhe 
"involuntary·• nature of the parties' involvement: i.e. their options are more limited since 
they usually cannot choose inaction without incurring some loss; and 2) the benefits and 
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II. WHAT Is VALUE IN LEGAL SERVICES? 
A. Consumer Value in General. 
Value in the delivery of legal services is an elusive concept for a 
number of reasons. Notions of value applicable to other consumer 
purchases do not neatly apply. When we think about value for most 
purchases, we compare "what we got" with "what we paid." When we 
buy a meal at a restaurant, we consider the taste, texture, attractive-
ness of presentation and quantity of the food, the decor and ambience 
of the dining room, the skill and attentiveness of the server and other 
factors against the financial cost incurred and any waiting period en-
dured. After weighing these factors again~t one another, we evaluate 
the extent to which we "got our money's worth." We know the an-
swer shortly after the decision to purchase the meal was made. 
When we buy a new car or a new suit, we generally perceive, even 
before the purchase is complete, whether we are getting a "good 
buy. "42 Whether clients consider legal services to be valuable, how-
ever, depends upon a whole series of events and interactions that take 
an extended period of time to unfold. Unlike the new suit or restau-
rant meal situations, usually it is not possible for a legal client to form 
a final conclusion about whether the services have been valuable until 
long after the initial decision was made to retain the attorney and to 
involve oneself in the legal process. 
As with other consumer purchases, the ultimate value of legal 
services is not determined until they are completed.43 But unlike 
many other consumer purchases, "completion" may not occur for 
months or even years (in the case of protracted litigation) after the 
service begins. All of the client's perceptions of value prior to the 
conclusion of the case are based upon expectations of what the ulti-
mate value will be. Those expectations can change as the representa-
tion progresses.44 The changes that occur over time will affect the 
nature of the relationship and its ultimate value. 
sacrifices present in transactional legal work are more readily understood because they are 
often defined in financial terms. Therefore, I felt that a better use of the paper would be to 
apply the model to the resolution of disputes. 
42 Of course, our perception of whether we got good value from an automobile 
purchase may change if the car turns out to be a lemon; i.e. our expectations of benefit as 
compared to the sacrifices needed to obtain that benefit are not fulfilled. In some ways, 
buying a car might be like purchasing legal services, in that we live witl1 our cars over time, 
just as we do wilh our lawyers. However, the benefits de:rivt:U from owning and driving the 
car, perhaps, are more tangible in nature. In addition, those benefits do not center around 
the interaction between two individuals, where, on an ongoing basis, one provides the 
value, and the other receives it. 
43 EWALT, supra note 12, at 53, 63. 
--14 I d. at 49-53; NAUMANN, supra note 23, at 28, 118; see discussion of value points infra 
at 139 et seq. 
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Nevertheless, contemporary consumers of legal services are 
prone to think about their transactions in terms of the value re-
ceived.45 The same concepts applicable to other consumer products 
and services can be useful in deriving a workable definition of value in 
legal services. Such a definition should take into account the various 
functions lawyers perform. 
B. Defining Value in the Roles Lawyers Play. 
One function served by lawyers is to help their clients manage 
complex transactions.46 In this role, a lawyer helps to "minimize the 
inevitable risks and costs associated with interpersonal dealing. "47 
Thus, lawyers use their knowledge of legal rules and procedures to 
help clients make decisions that will further their clients' goals while 
attempting to control for both anticipated and unplanned 
contingencies. 
Lawyers have also been referred to as "information brokers."48 
As such, lawyers use their special knowledge and expertise to inform 
clients how to comply with the law and avert risk, "by resolving dis-
putes and by fighting efforts by others to take [their] resources. "49 
Another view is that lawyers "make and implement plans" for 
clients who cannot or do not want to do so on their own.50 Viewed 
this way, a client does not want to purchase a lawyer's services per se, 
but instead, wants to pay for a result or for certain events to occur.51 
One co=entator favors the view that lawyers serve their clients 
best as "interpreter-consultants" rather than "knight-rescuers."52 This 
implies that the appropriate function for a lawyer is to engage the 
client actively in analyzing the client's own problem and assessing po-
tential courses of action. This is in contrast to a model by which a 
lawyer simply tells her client what is his problem and identifies the 
45 NAUI\1ANN, supra note 23, at 15-16; Gail Diane Cox, Excessive Fees are Attacked 
Across the Board: Fie on Fees(NAT'L LJ., Nov. 4, 1996, at Al; Peter D. Zeughauser, What 
I've Seen and Heard, TilE AMERICAN LAWYER, March, 1996 at 54. 
46 Ronald J. Gilson, Value Creation by Business Lawyers: Legal Skills and Asset Pric-
ing, 94 YALE L.J. 239, 255 (1984), in which Professor Gilson refers to lawyers as "transac-
tion costs engineers." 
47 Morgan, supra note 14, at 627. 
48 Frank B. Cross, The First Thing We Do, Let's Kill All the Economists: An Empirical 
Evaluation of the Effects of Lawyers on the United States Economy and Political System, 70 
TEx. L. REv. 645, 656 (1992). 
49 !d. at 656-58; Morgan, supra note 14, at 627. 
50 Davis, supra note 30, at 176. 
51 ld. at 175. 
52 Donna Beck Weaver, New Model to Deal with Customers, CALIF. BAR 1., Jan. 1994, 
at 25. 
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appropriate solution without the significant participation of the 
client. 53 
The key attributes of tbe interpreter-consultant would include re-
spect, demonstrated empathy with tbe client's emotional state caused 
by the legal situation, expertise in assisting the client in resolving the 
problem, ability and willingness to interpret for the client without con-
descension, and the ability and willingness to help the client evaluate 
both the legal and non-legal elements and implications of the avail-
able options.s4 
Alternatively, a lawyer can "unbundle" her services and permit 
the client to select which parts of a full-seli)ice package the client 
wishes to utilize. 55 At least three less-than-full-service possibilities ex-
ist: 1) the lawyer can serve as a counselor to a pro se litigant; 2) the 
lawyer can provide consultant services to a client who represents her-
self in mediation; or 3) the lawyer can engage in preventive lawyering 
techniques by which tbe lawyer acts as a kind of "legal health" moni-
tor, periodically checking on the client's business or personal situation 
to identify potential "soft spots" indicating legal problems, and sug-
gesting appropriate action. 56 Any of these methods result in the client 
taking a greater role in the resolution of the problem, and the lawyer 
performing only those tasks that the client feels unable to accomplish 
herself. 
Each of these descriptions of a lawyer's function suggests a some-
what different definition of value in legal services. The lawyer as 
transaction manager provides value when she guides the client to-
wards the most effective solution to the structuring of his transac-
tion.57 The information broker provides value when she provides 
necessary and timely advice on how to comply with the law.58 The 
maker and implementer of plans provides value by balancing the plan-
ning resources available to lawyers against the time it takes to achieve 
the occurrence of the desired event.59 The interpreter-consultant and 
unbundler provide value when they explain the mysteries of the law 
and the legal process and empower their clients to take on as much as 
53 BrNDER ET AL., supra note 6 at 16-19. 
54 Weaver, supra note 52, at 25. 
55 Forrest B. Masten, Unbundling of Legal Sen,ices and the Family La1vyer, 28 FAM. L. 
QTLY. 421 (!994). 
56 !d. at 426-47. 
57 Gilsou, supra nore 46, at 255. "'lfansaction'' is defmed in Professor Gilson's article 
as "the transfer of a capital asset from one party to another." hi. at 249. 
58 Cross, supra note 48, at 656. 
59 According to Professor Davis. the sL'I: planning resources available to lawyers are 
talent, commitment, case and other consumable assets, facilities and other nonconsumable 
objects, information and positioning. Davis, supra note 30 al 176~178. 
-
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they wish of the problem-solving role60 
Of course, it is possible for a lawyer to act in one or more of these 
roles at different times in a case. In whatever role or manner the law-
yer creates value, however, for the success of the attorney-client rela-
tionship, it is important for her to essist her client in perceiving that 
value. 
III. A MoDEL FOR CREATING VALUE IN LEGAL SERVICES 
A. General Principles. 
A view of legal service consumer value that synthesizes ideas of 
consumer value in general with many of the descriptions of what law-
yers do, can be developed based upon the general principles described 
by Earl Naumann.61 According to Naumann, value can be defined as 
"the ratio of benefits" to the consumer of a product or service "to the 
sacrifice necessary to obtain those benefits."62 The term "product" re-
fers to the central item or service that the consumer is buying63, while 
"service" consists of the support services that are provided in delivery 
of the central product.64 "Benefits" of purchase are created by both 
the product delivered as well as the way it is delivered.65 Some bene-
fits can be appreciated by a consumer before the product or service is 
purchased.66 Other benefits can be observed only after the customer 
has experienced the product or service.67 Still others are not perceived 
until the consumer has repeated experience with the product or 
service.68 
According to Naumann, "expected sacrifices" consist of three cat-
egories - transaction costs, life-cycle costs, and risk.69 "Transaction 
costs" are those costs incurred at the initial purchase or those ascer-
tainable costs for which the customer becomes committed at the time 
of purchase. For most products the main transaction cost is the price 
of the product or service. Other transaction costs might be a delivery 
charge, if any, or transportation expenses to get to the site of 
purchase.70 
"Life cycle costs" on the other hand, are those costs, not part of 
GO Masten. supra note 55, at 422-24: Weaver. supra note 52, al 25. 
61 NAUMANN. supra note 23, passim. 
62 !d. at 102. 
63 !d. at 78-SL 
54 !d. 
65 ld. at 104-106. 
66 So-called "search attributes." !d. at 105. 
67 So-called "experience-based attributes." !d. at 105. 
ar. So-called "credence-based attributes." !d. at 105. 
69 Id. at 106-108. 
70 Id. at 106-107. 
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the purchase price, that must be incurred over the useful life of the 
product. These would include maintenance and repair costs and unex-
pected additional charges in connection with the purchase.71 
"Risk" represents the possibility that the customer will not re-
ceive the benefits anticipated when the product was purchased, or that 
the ratio of benefits to sacri..fices will favor sacri..fices more than was 
originally projected.n 
What a customer expects will be the benefits and sacrifices of a 
purchase may be influenced by contextual factors extrinsic to the ac-
tual product or service.73 In the case of many consumer products, such 
intangibles as corporate image, store name or l;trand name provide 
"cues" about the product or service. But often past experience or fa-
miliarity with the product or service are also important contextual 
factors74 
Generally speaking, increasing benefits while holding sacrifices 
constant, increases expected value.75 Decreasing sacrifice while hold-
ing benefits constant increases expected value. Increasing benefits 
faster than sacrifices yields higher expected value. The greater the 
expected value, the greater the willingness to buy the product or 
service.76 
In evaluating whether to purchase, the consumer will compare 
the product or service under consideration with available altema-
tives.77 The differences in the expected benefits of the products are 
balanced against their respective sacrifices. The consumer will choose 
the product with the higher expected value.78 
71 !d. at 107-108. 
72 !d. at lOB. 
73 !d. at 113-115. 
74 !d. For example, having eaten candy bars in the past leads one to expect the next 
one will be sweet. A person without experience eating candy, however, may have no ex-
pectation whatever regarding the taste of his first piece. The fact that the experienced 
candy eater has come to expect sweetness when he eats candy, is an important contextual 
factor of that consumer which probably affects his ultimate satisfaction with the next candy 
product he eats. 
75 The term "expected value" is used rather than "value" because the ultimate decision 
whether or not a product or service has been valuable is made after it has been purchased 
and used. The customer's perceptions of value prior to purchase or use, are therefore ten-
tative or "expected." NAU!\'IANN, supra note 23, at117-118. 
76 !d. 
77 Naumann refers ro the item under consideration as the "focal product" and the com-
parison alternatives as "reference products." A repeal customer often reduces the risk of 
the purchase by relying on known benefits of the product already used, and is often unwill-
ing to trade off the !mown benefits for the risk of lesser benefits of the focal product. !d. at 
114-117. 
7B ld. at 118. 
:w. 
..... 
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B. The Model Applied to Legal Services. 
These ideas can be applied to the delivery of legal services. A 
model for creating value in legal services, therefore, would require a 
lawyer to understand, from the client's perspective, three major 
groups of factors: contextual factors, expected benefits from the rela-
tionship and expected sacrifices to be incurred.79 
Vlhcn clients come to a lawyer's office they come in context -
they have preconceived notions of the benefits they hope to receive 
and the sacrifices they expect to incur.80 As Naumann suggests, in 
light of their previous eJ,:periences, clients probably create and weigh 
their perceptions of benefits and sacrifices against their alternatives in 
order to decide whether to proceed with a particular lawyer or follow 
a particular course of action. Their alternatives may include not only 
retaining another lawyer, but also proceeding prose or with the assist-
ance of a friend or relative, or forgoing legal action altogether. 
1. Client Context. 
The context brought to a representation by an individual client 
might include societal images of lawyers and the legal system in gen-
eral. Alternatively, it might include any image the client may have of 
the particular lawyer or firm created by advertising or word-of-mouth 
reputation, or by the office surroundings and the appearance of the 
lawyers and staff. Another important contextual factor would be the 
client's previous experiences with the legal system and whether those 
experiences were satisfying or disappointing. 
Moreover, a client's personal or business situation is an important 
contextual factor. 81 For example, regardless of the merits of a case, a 
client who is emotionally distraught may present different expecta-
tions than one who is not. A client operating a successful business 
79 Consistent with Naumann's description, throughout the discussion of the model and 
the examples in Section V, the term "expected value" is used as opposed to "value." As 
noted earlier (see note 75 supra and accompanying text) the final decision regarding the 
value received from legal services rendered is made after the services have been com-
pleted. The client's perceptions of value as the case proceeds, but before its conclusion, are 
therefore tentative or "ex¢ected." 
80 This is not to say that all clients have explicitly thought about these things; some may 
have, many probably have not. Through their own experiences, cultural background, me-
dia exposures, contacts with friends, relatives and other influences, some clients will have 
formed expectations or impressions about what will occur when they deal with lawyers and 
the legal system. In fact, one of the lawyer's challenges in creating value is to detennine a 
client's underlying expectations as well as the sources of those expectations - even when 
the client may not consciously be aware of them. Whether or not these expectations are 
known by the client, they are probably at work in the client's mind. 
BI See VALARIE A. ZEITHAML, A. PARASURAII.IAN & LEONARD L. BERRY, DELIVER· 
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may have entirely different needs and expectations than another client 
with a similar "case" who is struggling to survive. 
2. Expected Benefits. 
As with other consumer products, the expected benefits from 
legal services can be broken down into product and service attributes. 
The legal "product" consists of the core legal work to be performed, 
i.e. the gathering of facts, the legal research. the drafting of pleadings 
or other papers, conducting the trial and the like. All aspects of the 
manner in which the core product is delivered can be considered 
"service." 1 
Some expected benefits may exist in the mind of the client before 
seeing her lawyer, from sources extrinsic to the lawyer.82 These might 
include such things as the typical total price for the service (particu-
larly where fixed fee representation is common), the estimated time it 
will take to complete the case, whether the lawyer has done this type 
of case before and with what frequency, and her overall competence 
level as gauged by reputation. Theoretically at least, a client may have 
compared several alternatives to the lawyer under consideration and 
determined whether there are any advantages or disadvantages to hir-
ing a particular lawyer even before meeting herB3 
Other aspects of legal services must be experienced before they 
can be evaluated.84 These include the type of relationship (i.e. em-
pathetic, friendly, officious, cold) established after representation is 
undertaken, costs actually incuned as compared to estimates given at 
the outset, the manner in which the client is treated by the lawyer's 
staff, actual performance in various aspects of the case as observed by 
the client, results obtained along the way as compared to the lawyer's 
representations made in advance about what those results will be, and 
final results achieved compared to the client's preconceived 
expectations. 
Finally, some expected benefits are created over time follmving 
several experiences with the attorney in the same case or in different 
cases.85 These might include the quality of the relationship in various 
situations and under varying degrees of stress, the trustworthiness of 
82 These are the so-called ''search attributes" of Naumann's taxonomy. See note 66 
supra. 
SJ Some of this information can be gained from media advertising or by telephone in-
quiries to bar association referral agencies. It must be acknowledged, however, that at 
least with respect to many low income clients, the ability Lo engage in this type of compari-
son shopping is limited by such things as cultural barriers and the Jack of sophisticnlion nod 
knowledge about the relevant questions to ask. 
8-1 Naumann's "experience attributes.'' See note 67 sl!pra. 
85 Naumann's "credence attributes." See note 68 supra. 
!!Ill 
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the lawyer and the accuracy of her predictions, and reputation among 
other clients, other lawyers or court personnel. 
3. Expected Sacrifices. 
All of the costs associated with purchasing legal services that can 
be known in advance can be considered transaction costs. These 
might include any fees or expenses that are paid in advance and the 
estimated fees and expenses over the life of the case that are known in 
advance. They might include expected levels of inconvenience and 
anxiety, as well as opportunity costs incurred through engagement in 
the legal process. The transaction costs of legal services are a major 
part of the sacrifices clients must accept when they hire lawyers. 
Life cycle costs, on the other hand, include those additional fees 
or costs which must be incurred but were not anticipated at the outset. 
These can occur as a result of unforeseen events in the life of the case. 
These also include financial and emotional costs and inconvenience 
that must be endured due to the requirements of the case but which 
were not specifically anticipated. 
The final category of sacrifice a client must accept is risk. The 
risks of using legal services include that the result will not be what the 
client wants or expects, rhat the lawyer or system will not treat the 
client in accorda..nce with the client's expectations, that the services 
will cost too much, or take too much time, or that the process will be 
more of an inconvenience or emotional strain than anticipated. 
4. Perception DispariTies. 
It is well-recognized that lawyers do not necessarily perceive the 
benefits and sacrifices from legal services i11 the same way as their 
clients86 Lawyers often feel that the benefits to be gained from the 
use of their services are greater than do their clients. Likewise, law-
yers do not always appreciate that their clients' acceptable level of 
sacrifice may be quite different than their own.87 
C. Understandipg the Client in Context,' Determining Expected 
Benefits and Sacrifices. 
The previous discussion suggests that creation of value in the law-
yer-client relationship requires the lawyer to understand the client in a 
way that goes well beyond the facts and circumstances of the particu-
lar matter under consideration. In fact, from a value creation perspec-
86 BINDER ET AL., supra note 6, at 260·65. 
87 !d. at 284-85. It is not surprising to find that lawyers and their clients have different 
priorities. Tolerance for risk. delay. ;xpense and inconvenience as well as the desire for 
vindication or precedent creation vary from lawyer to lawyer and client to clicnl. 
!.p< 
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tive, it is as important to understand "where the client has been" as it 
is to appreciate the facts and circumstances of the current dilemma. 
Careful client interviewing with these goals in mind will reveal the 
important deteflllinants of value in the relationship. 
1. Determining Client Context. 
In order to understand a client fully, an attorney must attempt to 
ascertain both the client's personal and situational context. 
a. Personal Factors. 
"Personal factors" include the client'~ demographic background, 
socio-economic status, prior experience with the legal system and law-
yers, and any preconceived ideas about the legal system, lawyers in 
general or the particular lawyer involved, based upon word-of-mouth 
references, advertising or reputation. Other personal factors include 
more intangible personality traits, such as aversion to risk, ability to 
take responsibility for, and follow through on, assigned tasks, pa-
tience, capacity for compromise, and ability to understand and assist 
in decision making choices. 
Some personal factors can be determined by using a client ques-
tionnaire. For example, demographic and socio-economic information 
concerning age, gender, race, religion, marital status, occupation, an-
nual income, and the like can be provided before the lawyer meets the 
client. Likewise, initial summary information about prior experience 
with the legal system and lawyers can be provided on such a client 
information form. 
Other personal factors can be obtained by in-depth interviewing. 
Questions designed to ;ceveal a client's feelings about her experience 
with the legal system or lawyers and her reactions to any media 
images or advertising to which she has been exposed may be particu-
larly helpful in understanding the context the client brings to the rep-
resentation. A client's timeliness in connection with her initial 
appointment, as well as her attentiveness, inquisitiveness and appear-
ance at the interview are sometimes revealing factors, because they 
may suggest the seriousness with which the client may approach the 
matter and the degree to which she may want to be involved in deci-
sion making. 
SoJHe pt:rsunal factors can be determined oniy after working with 
the client for a period of time. The degree to which a client wants to 
be kept abreast of developments, or to take an active role in the Inan-
agement of his case, for example, are arguably such factors. Some of 
the information obtained through interviewing might lead to reason-
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able inferences about such factors88 _A_nd, of course, lawyers can ex-
plicitly discuss \Vith the client ~w-hat klnd of lawyer-client relationship 
the client wants. 
b. Situational Factors. 
By "situational factors," I mean circumstances that surround the 
dispute at issue, whether material to the dispute or not. These make 
up the "story behind the story" in that they place the particular matter 
in the flow of life events of which it is only one part. Although the 
legal matter at hand may seem of primary importance to the lawyer, it 
may only be of passing significance to the client because of other more 
critical events occurring in his or her life. Alternatively, what seems a 
"routine" legal matter to the lawyer may take on great psychological 
importance to the client. Also, a legal matter may have great priority 
in the mind of the client at one point in the case and at other times be 
relatively unimportant.B9 
Situational factors can best be obtained by a thorough under-
standing of the client's complete profile. An effort should be made to 
understand not only the facts and circumstances directly relevant to 
the legal matter, but also the client's surrounding circumstances. How 
important is this matter to the client at this time? Why is it important 
to the client? Is the client's situation likely to change over time? Will 
changes in the situation change the importance of the case over time? 
How emotional is the client about this case? Why are the client's 
88 For example, a client who asks a lot of sophisticated questions about the way the 
matter will proceed, may be someone who wants to be involved and kept aware of the 
progress of the case. Likewise, a client who has a steady job and earns a respectable in-
come, may be able to accept a greater degree of responsibility in the management of the 
case. On the other hand, a client who is unable to complete the client information form or 
seems confused about sinwle explanations concerning the process, may need a greater de-
gree of input from the lawyer when it comes to making even "small" decisions. 
Of course, lawyers should be wary of stereotypes. After all, the client who asks a lot 
of questions could be testing the lawyer's experience in this type of matter and once satis-
fie? that the lawyer is competent, may wish to delegate decision making completely to her. 
C~Jents with steady jobs may be totally irresponsible about their legal situations. Likewise, 
clients with trouble understanding "simple" aspects of the legal process may, nevertheless, 
be most helpful when it comes to making common sense case decisions. It is necessary to 
determine what each client's contextual factors indicate about her needs iu the 
relationship. 
89 ~ituational factors may often drive a decision whether or not to sue or settle a case at 
a particular time. For example, if the two parties to a divorce case are getting along wilh 
respect to the children, property issues may be more easily resolved. On the other hand, if 
one party is still grieving over the infidelity of the other, no amount of rational discourse 
fimay P.ers~ade him to resolve what may seem to the lawyer to be relatively insignificant mancm! Issues. 
tl In a business context, if cash flow has been poor over the last few months, it is unlikely 
1 
18~ sound cost/benefit analysis and discussion of the poor chances of success at trial will 
ea the owner to ::ettling nmv for money he believes he cannot afford to pay. 
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emotions in such a state? Is there a more effective way to deal with 
the facts and emotions that are driving the client? 
A clear understanding of the client's context will help create the 
decision making agenda for the case. Clients will most likely respond 
"rationally," and follow a reasonable decision making agenda, if their 
lawyers show an appreciation for the context in which they find them-
selves. By addressing the conteJ.-tual factors known to exist when 
counseling the client, the client will perceive that the lawyer is sug-
gesting a course of action that is tailored to her needs. This is more 
likely to create value in the relationship than if the client believes the 
lawyer is simply providing the "standard" legal remedy for the client's 
problem, without taking into account h!l'r unique circumstances.90 
2. Determining Expected Benefits. 
In order to determine the benefits a client expects to obtain from 
legal representation, there probably is no substitute for a frank discus-
sion of why the client has sought legal help. The Macerate Report 
views this as a fundamental lawyering skill.91 However, for value crea-
tion purposes, it is important to note that benefits of representation 
can and do include more than just a "favorable" result; good process is 
important as well. Therefore, lawyers should make it their purpose to 
determine at least two types of expected benefits: 1) "desired results" 
from the representation and 2) "process factors" which will lead to the 
results. 
a. Desired results. 
Most clients come to their lawyers with some sense -sometimes 
well-informed, sometimes not - of how they expect their cases to be 
resolved. It is important for lawyers to understand such expectations 
so that they can tailor the representation to provide the best chance of 
fulfilling those desires. It is also important to understand those expec-
tations in order to determine if they are realistic. If they are not, there 
is little chance that the client will be satisfied at the end of the case.92 
Often, lawyers can help to fashion reasonable expectations about 
the results obtainable.93 In such situations, the lawyer must be careful 
to be realistic himself. As a general rule, it is probably advisable to 
proceed in stages, talking in general terms early in the representation 
90 See e.g. BINDER ET AL., supra note 6, at 22~23. 
91 See e.g. THE IviAcCRATE REPORT, supra note 1, Skill6.2 at 178-79. 
92 This is true unless the client's expectations are unreasonably low, in which case he 
may end up delighted when results occur which are better than expected. 
93 This can be referred to as "managing" the expectations of the client, and is consid-
ered an important determinant of a client's perception that high quality services have been 
provided. ZEITHAII-·!L ET AL., supra note 81, at 125. 
.... 
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and gradually becoming n1ore specific and concrete about obtainable 
results as mo:re information is obtained. ft._s the relationship de•1elops 
and trust grovvsl the client should be more willing to listen to lhe la·.;.;-
yer's attempts to modif-y the client's expectations. 
Attorneys shoulU resist the ternptation to respond with a definite 
evaluation t,;o early in the case even though that is what some clients 
want to hear. Such resistance may result in some clients choosing a 
different lawyer who is willing to be more concrete. Any lawyer who 
does this, however, does so at the risk of jeopardizing the client's 
value perceptions because a client who is "promised" one thing and 
does not ultimately receive it will rarely be satisfied with the 
representation. 94 
b. Process factors. 
Expected benefits pertaining to the process of legal representa-
tion include how the client expects to be treated by the lawyer and her 
staff, e.g. with deference, politeness, warmth or distance; how respon-
sive the lawyer will be to the client; the extent to which the lawyer will 
"shield" the client from the adversary, his attorney and a hostile legal 
system; and how much the lawyer will minimize the inconvenience 
from the case. Such expectations can come from advertising95, per-
sonal relationships with lawyers96 , unspoken bottom-line thinhng97, 
94 !d. at 123. 1l1is problem is common in criminal defense practice, where many clients 
would like to be told initially that they will "get off." Some clients who do not receive this 
assurance at the first contact will go to another lawyer. Such an assurance, when made at 
such an early stage in a criminal case, rarely has any direct relationship to the actual resull 
obtained_ A better practice is to explain to the client in as much detail as necessary why it 
is not possible to provide the assurances the client desires. 1l1e lawyer can provide, how-
ever, an assurance that she will do everything possible to obtain the client's desired result, 
and will advise him promptly when she knows whether the desired result is achievable. 
95 For example, a client whose only exposure to the legal system has been television 
a_dvertising by lawyers who are advertising for personal injury claims, may have an impres-
Sion of lawyers that bears little resemblance to an actual lawyer he consults regarding a 
r~al estate transaction. Such a client may expect that all lawyers work according to a con-
h~gent fee structure. If this is the client's expectation, he may be shocked to Jearn that he 
Will be charged a fee according to an hourly rate and time spent on his case. 
96 A client who has relatives who are lawyers and has talked with them about the legal 
P~~7ess and the lawyer-client relationship, may expect as a benefit of the representation, a 
WLhngness on the part of the lawyer to carefully and thoroughly explain all aspects of the 
case. Of course, this presumes that the lawyer relatives are client-centered law-yers. If they 
are -~ore traditional in their approach. the client may in fact expect to have little input in 
decis_mn making_ rt that client is met with a more client-centered approach, he may feell) 
depnved of the benefit of being told what to do by a knowledgeable professional, i.e. isn't th~t _what the lawyer is being paid for? or 2) pleasantly surprised at the degree to which his 
\~p'h!r:nans and feelings are being considered, i.e. receiving the benefit of emoowermenL ~~ !CI - · -- - • - • b 1 reactmn he expenences Will be determmed by wnether he sees lawyer control as a 
enefit or a sacrifice. 
97 
Consider a business client who retains a lawyer to handle a piece of commercial 
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or other e;[periences vr circumstances that cause the client to expect 
certain attitudes or actions from his lav~.ty~r. If these expectations are 
discussed and evaluated with the client, an it11portant and realistic un-
derstandL11g about the nature of the relationship can be reached be-
tween the lavv-yer and client. Such an understanding will assist greatly 
in creating value as the matter proceeds. 
3. Detennining E-cpected Sacrific2s. 
As stated ear!ier,98 the three broad categories of sacrifice in legal 
representation can be described as transactibn costs, life cycle costs 
and risk. 
a. Tr·ansaction Costs. 
A client will usually be able to discuss his expectations concem-
irtg transaction costs once his attorney describes the various known 
costs associated with commencing his case. Obviously, this discussion 
should take place as early as possible. The client's view of the proper 
balance between benefits and sacrifices must be the determini..r1g fac-
tor in whether to proceed. Thus, the client should be able to weigh 
the attorneys fees, discovery costs, document preparation fees, incon-
venience, effect of the passage of time, lost opportunity costs and all 
other costs which can be anticipated, against different reasonably fore-
seeable scenarios of benefit, in order to arrive at an expected value in 
proceeding in one way or another. 
b. Life Cycle Costs. 
Life cycle costs are the type of sacrifice that pose the greatest 
threat to achieving high value in legal representation.99 Where life cy-
litigation. In the scope of her blL'iiness, this litigation is of no major consequence even 
though it may be interesting and financially worth trial. The executive might, however, 
e;-:pect the lawyer to completely talce care of it without taking her away from the daily 
operation of her firm. This benefit of "no inconvenience," however, might hinge upon an 
unspoken bottom~Jine expectation that the case can be resolved within certain defmed fi-
nancial limits. Once the client learns that the payout may exceed those limits, "no incon-
venience" may be a Jess important benefit than keeping the amount paid within acceptable 
limits. 
93 See text supra at 127-23. 131. 
99 L11 fact. most efforts at rdurm in pricing for legal services have been aimed at reduc-
ing or at least accurately predicting and controlling life cycle costs. The movement requir-
ing careful budgeting on tile part of outside counsel by in-house corpornte counsel reflects 
this concern. Other examples of innovative billing methods wl1ich are aimed at reducing 
liJc cycle costs include: "task-based billing" (by which lawyers charge flat fees for specific 
tasts such as drafting the complaint, filing a particular motion. conducting discovery or 
trial, etc.); "value billing" (fees are dependent upon the actual result obtained. usually with 
<1. minimum charged to cover basic costs coupled with a bonus for a particularly favorable 
result and a discount for a less than expected result); ··IJxed fee" (one flar fee for an entire 
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cle costs are destined to be a significant portion of the overall sacri-
fices incurred, (as in most litigation) the best the attorney can do, in 
many cases, is to give rough estimates of their nature and extent. It 
can be very difficult to predict life cycle costs accurately in advance 
when the variables that determine them are unknown. For example, 
until the attorney has a good idea of the extent of discovery that will 
be necessary in litigation, she cannot tell the client what the total dep-
osition costs will be. Moreover, throughout a representation, circum-
stances often change in unanticipated ways which may result in an 
increase or decrease in life cycle costs. An aggressive adversary or 
attorney, a particularly demanding judge, difficulties in obtaining in-
formation, legal precedent that is in flux- these are examples of cir-
cumstances that can increase life cycle costs. 
To compound the problem, clients typically do not have a useful 
frame of reference by which they can understand the nature of life 
cycle costs in legal services. There are few other endeavors that re-
quire as continuous, extended and unanticipated an expenditure of re-
sources, time and emotional commitment as legal proceedings. Thus, 
for clients confronted with long-term !ega! proceedings, the nature 
and extent of the life cycle costs often are a new experience. In a 
sense, they present a mine field of possible disappointments and un-
met expectations. Inexperienced clients, in particular, rarely come to 
their lawyers with realistic expectations regarding the life cycle costs 
they may incur. 
In order for a client to have accurate information pertaining to 
life cycle costs and maintain her perception of value, it is very impor-
tant for the attorney to prepare the client for them as accurately as 
possible, and to update the client regularly as to the effect on such 
costs of unanticipated events. The client should be able to make new 
choices based upon that new information, even to the point of radi-
cally changing a course of action previously determined. !Do 
matter); and "contingent fee" billing (fees are a pre-determined percentage of the amount 
recovered, or the amount saved from an agreed payout figure, after the case is concluded). 
Exp.enses of litigation, lost opportunity costs, the time value of money and the emotional 
stram of ongoing legal proceedings are also important life cycle costs which can reduce the 
value of a representation. See generally RICHARD REED, BILLING INNOVATIONS NEW 
WIN-WJN WAYS TO END HOURLY BILLING 133-58 (1996). 
fu~~ See THE MAc~RATE ~EPORT, supra n?ie 1, Sk.i111.5 at 147-1~~ which identifies.as 
d . ~mental, the slnll of bemg open to new mformatmn and the ab1hty to change earher 
h ecJsJons when necessary. In this context. the attorney might describe other situations she 
as experienced in similar cases, and descJibe unexpected events which caused life cycle 
~~sts to inc~ea.se. TI1e goal is to provide the client with a broad enough perspective about 
e uncertamtJes of litigation so that surprises are not such a shock. 
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The clienrs acceptable level of risk is perhaps th.;; most difficult 
expected sacrifice to deterwjne. "Risk" for value creation purposes 
refers to the chance that the expected benefits will not be obtained.Im 
Therefore, it is necessary to ascertain the client's attitudes about risk 
in the event that the desired :results and process are not achieved. 
These attitudes may change throughout the cou.rse of the representa-
tion. Nioreover~ the client may anticipate toleraiJ.ce of ceLtain less de-
sirable resuHs, but vvhen those results actually occur, the client may be 
less tolerant than expected. Thus, 1avvyers should discuss with clients 
specific less desirable results and process factors so that they will un-
derstand, as ~ccurateiy as possib!~, the specific cbnsequences of pro-
ceeding in a particular way.-w2 
An important relationship exists between risk and the extent to 
which a client's expectations of benefit and sacrifice are realistic. 
Generally spealcing, the more realistic a client's expectations, the 
!ower the risk that they v!ill not be met. A lawyer can play an impor-
ta..Tlt role in value creatiorr by minimizing the risk inherent in represen-
tation. By helping the client to develop and maintain realistic 
101 See note 72 supra and accompanying text, and text, supra at 131. This definition 
should be contrasted with a definition of risk that more broadly refers to the chance that 
certain anticipated negative outcomes may occur. It is possible for high levels of risk to 
exist in this more genera! sense, while low levels of risk are present from a value creation 
point of view. For example, consider an accused murderer who faces the death penalty if 
convicted al trial. The state offers him a plea to a lesser offense which carries a mandatory 
sentence of life in prison. TI1e defendant's attorney assesses his chances of 'acquittal at trial 
at no better than 50%. Therefore, the risk of a guilly verdict resulting in the death penalty 
(an anticipated negative outcome), seems high if the case is taken to trial. However, if 
spending his life in prison is perceived by the accused as a greater sacrifice than death, trial 
presents a lower risk alternative from a value creation point of view. This is because there 
is only a 50% chance tllal he will be convicted and sentenced to death (the lesser sacrifice) 
if he goes to trial, as opposed to a 100% chance that he will be given a life sentence (the 
greater sacrifice) if he accepts the state's offer. 
102 For example, a client who expects the benefit of minimal intrusion into his personal 
affairs but who is inclined to proceed to trial may reconsider the trial option once he is 
informed about the invasive manner in which he may be cross-examined. Likewise, a cli-
ent who is inclined to accept an unreasonably low settlement offer in order to conclude Lhe 
matter quickly. may reconsider once the long term costs of the injury suffered are made 
known to him. In the first example, the risk of losing the benefit of non-intrusion might be 
great enough to dissuade the client from proceeding with the trial option. In the second 
example. the risk of less than complete compensation for the injury suffered may move the 
client towards holding out for a better offer. 
In such case:;, the risk involved may require the client to choose between two conflict-
ing benefits. TI1e first example pits the benefit of non-intrusion againsl the benefits to be 
obtained by going to trial. i.e. perhaps acquittal. ·n1e second example crentes tension be-
tween the benefit of speedy resolution and the benefit of adequate compensation. TI1e 
client ....-.·ill lHF!e to decide which benefit takes priority and make a decision accordingly. For 
ter::lmiqnes that can be used tc help a client make decisions in such situations. see BINDER 
ET AL., supra note 6. at 347-56. 
!Jill 
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expectations, the attorney minirnizes risk thereby reducing expected 
sacrifices, and enhancing va!ue.l03 
IV. VALUE POH-!TS IN THE DELIVERY OF LEGAL SERVICES 
The lawyer-client relationship can suffer when a lawyer does not 
understand her client's expectations of benefit and sacrifice.104 These 
are subjects concerning which there should be an early meeting of the 
minds. Then, after such an understanding exists, it must be tested and 
refined, challenged and recreated at various points during the course 
of the representation. These challenging moments can be referred to 
as "value points." At these times, the client evaluates (often subcon-
sciously) whether she is getting sufficient value from the legal services 
to justify continuing with the present course of conduct, or with the 
representation itself. 
A value point can be described as a point in time during the 
course of a legal representation when the client "recomputes" (figura-
tively in most non-monetary cases) the expected value from the repre-
sentation. If sacrifices have now exceeded benefits, the client may 
perceive little or no value in continuing the representation. This does 
not necessarily mean, of course, that the client will withdraw. Often 
that option is not available. 105 Even in such a case, however, a client 
can react to low value. He may simply write off the case and either 
refuse to cooperate altogether, or not pay much attention to his law-
yer or the proceedings. He may insist that it be settled at all costs in 
order to end the matter. In any event, the dissatisfied client will prob-
ably not return to this lawyer again, and may very well spread nega-
tive information about him and the legal system so as to damage his 
reputation and the image of the profession in the communityio6 
Fortunately for lawyers, there may be a relatively wide "zone of 
indifference" or "acceptability" in the delivery of at least non-routine 
legal services107 Especially early in a representation, clients will prob-
103 . 
See ZEITHAML ET AL. supra note 8L at 20. 
104 /d. at 51 er seq., in which the authors discuss their model of service quality. TI1ey 
describe five "gaps" between the producer and a consumer of a service which lead to cus-
tomer dissatisfaction. Gap one. known as the ·•research'' gap, describes the situation where 
the producer does not understand the customer's wants. needs and desires and therefore 
has ?ifficulty fulfilling them. See also NAUM.t~NN. supra note 23, at 94-96. 
IO:~ F~r example, an indigent criminal defendant who is not happy with how his case is 
proceedmg probably has little choice but to continue with his appointed lawyer. And 
many low and middle income clients who retain counsel may have insufficient resources lo 
st~~~ all over again with new counsel if dissatisfied. 
107 EWALT. supra note 12. at 116; NAUtviANN. supra note 23, at 129. 
NAUMANN, supra note 23. at 111-12: ··Around a perceived reference point. custom-
~rs ~fte.n h~ve a pricing zone of indifference. -within this zone. buyers are indifferent to 
01 pnce mcreases or price decreases." Customers also have a ·•zone of acceptability, ... 
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ably tolerate some unexpected sacrifices before they perceive lower 
value and feel dissatisfied. This is probably due to the difficulties most 
clients have in comparing what they are experiencing with what they 
might be experiencing if they hired another lawyer or pursued some 
other alternative_Ios 
Value points can occur at many points during the course of a rep-
resentation. It is probably safe to say that they occur in every lawyer-
client interaction, every time a client comes in contact with a staff 
member in the office, perhaps in every telephone contact, certainly 
every time the client appears in court or at a formal meeting in the 
case, when the client receives a bill for servicd, when interlocutory 
victories or losses occur, and when the !ina! result is realized. The 
significance of the particular value point may vary from having a mi-
nor effect on the client's overall perceptions of value (as in the case of 
telephone contact with the receptionist) to having potentially great 
impact on the client's sense of value (as in the case of the final judg-
ment or settlement in the litigated case.) 
A lawyer can affect the client's perception of value when it 
changes due to unexpected occurrences in the case. By being aware of 
the effect of various interactions and events on the value perceptions 
of the client, the lawyer has the opportunity to engage the client in a 
new assessment of reasonably obtainable benefits and means to 
achieve them. By doing this, the client's expectations of benefit and 
sacrifice from continuing the representation can be modified by the 
lawyer's assessment of the case. Necessary changes to the representa-
tion can be made, and the lawyer can thereby create value for the 
client.'09 
V. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 
The following examples are hypothetical amalgamations of actual 
cases and do not completely recount the events of any single case. I 
which is wider than the zone of indifference." This zone "has [a] lower price threshold, 
below which demand will not increase, and an upper threshold, above which there will be 
no demand." Zones of acceptability narrow "as products become more standardized." As 
applied to the delivery of legal services, zones of indifference and acceptability should be 
dependent upon all sacrifices involved in legal representation, not just financial cost. In 
addition, for routine legal matters, one would expect these zones to be narrower than in 
complex cases. See description of William Cobb's ''value curve" in REED, supra note 99, at 
133-135. 
lOB NAUMANN, supra note 23, at 112. 
109 See note 93 supra; see also Milton W. Zwicker, How to Create Cliellf Value, LAW 
PRACncE MANAGEMENT, September 1996, at 48-5J in which the author's discussion of 
"Client Contact Points" is a useful guide for the points at which vulue can be created as a 
result of administrative or non-substantive contacts as opposed to the more substantive 
value points discussed herein. 
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have attempted to make the examples as realistic as possible while 
choosing situations that illustrate the concepts of the modeL In each 
example, I have described the overall case scenario and described a 
set of client expectations. I have higbJighted the important contextual 
facts and the significant benefits and sacrifices anticipated by the cli-
ent, which lead to an expected value from the representation. 
Following the discussion of the facts in each scenario, I provide 
what I hope are a plausible series of hypothetical value points. After 
analyzing each situation, I provide some suggestions to either main-
tain or create additional expected value. Of course, there could be a 
variety of different value points in each case. 
The first example presents a client who has realistic expectations 
about what is obtainable through the legal system but has no experi-
ence with it. The second example illustrates a client who, also \vithout 
experience, perceives no benefit from the use of a lawyer in his case. 
The last example presents a client with significant experience with the 
legal system but unrealistically high e1.'Pectations.uo 
A. Example 1: A Simple Divorce Case 
A new divorce client came to the law school clinic. This was her 
first experience with a lawyer. It was her first marriage, and hence 
first divorce. She had a decent job and had no children. Her husband 
worked, but she had not seen nor heard from him in over a year. That 
was sufficiently long to obtain a "no fault" divorce. There were no 
assets or debts to divide. She had entered into a new relationship and 
would become engaged to marry as soon as her divorce was finalized. 
The client knew nothing about the clinic other than it was free. 
She was told about the clinic from a friend who got a divorce with the 
help of a clinic student. The client's friend was satisfied with the re-
sult, but was a little frustrated by the student lawyer who handled her 
case because he required several interviews to go over things that the 
client did not feel were very important. In addition, the student often 
repeated the same types of questions. Otherwise, the friend found the 
•
110 These examples c~n be used by clinical teachers to raise and discuss issues of value 
Wllh their students. 
Students can be asked to analyze each set of facts for contextual factors, expected 
ben:fits and sacrifices, and to evaluate whether the client's expectations are realistic. Dis-
cussion of the value points raised will cause students to appreciate the dynamics of the 
atlor~ey-client relationship and to confront many complex counseling issues. Instructors 
can euher provide the analyses and suggestions or ask the students to devise their own. 
. A fourth example, illustrating a client with experience with the legal system and realis-
t~c expectations about what can be accomplished, has been omitted for space considera-
tions. Tile example involves a client who wishes to stop the unauthorized use of intellectual 
property by a fanner business partner. Interested readers may contact the author for cop-
Ies or this example. 
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clinic staff to be helpful and considerate as weJJ as concerned about 
her well-being. The friend's case was a simple default divorce, with no 
property, no children and no spousal support. It took about three 
months to complete. 
The new client investigated what lawyers charge for simple di-
vorces. She found that she could hire a private lawyer for about $250 
plus court costs for an uncontested divorce. She also checked with 
Legal Aid, but she was not eligible for their services. She was told by 
several attorneys that an uncontested divorce should take about three 
months to complete. She had not consulted with any other lawyers, 
but came to the clinic considering that she might do so if she was not 
happy with the clinic's services. ' 
CONTEXTUAL FACTORS: 
Personal: 
- no experience with an attorney 
- first experience with the legal system 
- clinic image was of a caring place, but perhaps a little 
inexperienced 
no particular preconceived notions of lawyers or the legal 
system 
believed she had a simple case that should be even quicker 
than her friend's case 
Situational: 
- entered new relationship, desired to remarry 
EXPECTED BENEFITS: 
Process Factors: 
- no cost versus $250 fee plus costs 
- case should be over in three months or less 
- would be represented by a committed student supervised 
by an attorney 
- would be treated well and would fee! that people cared 
about her 
Desired results: 
to get divorce without any trouble within three months, 
since she had not seen her husband in over one year 
EXPECTED SACRIFICES: 
Transaction Costs: 
would have to pay only court costs, parking and transpor-
tation costs to the lawyer and court 
liP' 
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Life Cycle Costs: 
- parking and transportation costs 
- may be inconvenienced from time to time 
Risk: 
she might be inconvenienced by an inexperienced student 
lawyer more than she expected 
the divorce would not be easily obtained 
- it would lake longer than three months 
INITIAL EXPECTED VALUE: In this client's view, the benefits of 
obtaining the divorce through the clinic exceeded the minimal sacri-
fices so that expected value from using the clinic was likely to be high. 
Value Point #I: 
SITUATION: 
At the first interview, the student intern appeared competent and 
efficient in asking questions and obtaining information. The student 
confirmed the "normal" time table, but suggested to the client that 
obtaining the divorce might not be as easy as the client expected be-
cause her husband could decide to contest it. 
ANALYSIS: 
The expected benefits increased because this student seemed ex-
perienced. However, the expected sacrifices also may have increased 
because of the client's perception that there was an increase in the risk 
that the divorce might be more difficult to obtain. If that was a justi-
fied perception, it actually raised the risk and lowered the expected 
value from the representation. If it was not a justified perception, 
however, the student may have lowered the expected value of his 
services unnecessarily. This happened because the assertion that the 
divorce might be contested by the husband conflicted with the contex-
tual fact that the,· client believed the divorce would be easily obtained. 
SuGGEsTioNs: 
Although it was possible that the husband might contest the case, 
it did not seem likely since the client had neither seen nor heard from 
him in over a year. It was probably not necessary at that point in the 
case to emphasize that possibility. Raising unjustified concerns about 
the husband contesting the case increased the risk that the client's ex-
pectation of easily obtaining the divorce would not be fuifilled. To 
maintain, and because of the student's apparent competence, even in-
crease expected value it may have been better not to raise those 
I:: 
' 
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concerns.111 
Another, more productive way to have raised the possibility that 
the case might become contested would have been in the context of 
discussing the time it would take to complete. The intern might have 
made explicit the assumptions upon which the time estimate was 
based, including that the case would not be contested.112 
Value Point #2: 
SITUATION: 
I 
On the way out of the office, the receptionist warmly bid the cli-
ent a good day. 
ANALYSIS: 
'This probably did not increase expected value, because the cli-
ent's context included this expectation. If the receptionist had been 
rude, however, it would have had a negative impact on the expected 
value because the client believed the firm would be friendly. 
SUGGESTIONS: 
It was important to understand the client's preconceived notions 
of how she would be treated in the office. 'This could have been ascer-
tained in the initial meeting by asking the client what she had heard 
about the service provided at the clinic. Even if she had heard noth-
ing, however, she was likely to have had expectations about how she 
would be treated. Some explanation about the roles of office staff, 
whom the client might talk to for information, and how staff were 
expected to treat clinic clients would provide a basis for discussion 
which would enable the intern to ascertain the client's expectations. 
Every effort should have been made to meet or exceed those 
expectations.113 
ill BINDER ET AL, supra note 6, at 317 in which il is pointed out that a client need only 
be counseled as to those alternatives that are "pivotal or pertinent," as opposed to all 
possible alternatives. In addition, the authors note that depending on the situation, it is not 
necessary to counsel clients concerning "extreme possibilities" where "the chances of their 
occurring are remote." !d. at 339-40. 
ll2 A lime line is helpful in delineating the lawyer's responsibilities and establishing ac-
countability for both lawyer and client. EwALT, supra note 12. at 41. 
113 Receptionists and secretaries play an important role in a client's perception of the 
seriousness with which her case is taken and in the quality of service of the office in gen~ 
era!. !d. at 145-48. 
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Value Point #3: 
SITUATION: 
After the first attempt, a problem in service of process occurred 
because the address given for the husband was not correct. The intern 
relied on the client's account of the address. Three weeks were lost 
due to the delay by the court in notifying the clinic of the problem. 
The intern needed to contact the client and inform her of the problem. 
A new address had to be ascertained and the delay explained. The 
intern called the client and informed her of the problem. The client 
claimed to have no other knowledge of the address. The intern indi-
cated that without a better address, service could be performed by 
publication but that would delay the case another eight weeks. The 
client was unhappy about that prospect 
ANALYSIS: 
Two things happened that most likely reduced expected value. 
First, the intern did not anticipate the service problem in the initial 
interview so as to get the best possible address. Second, the intern did 
not seem to have a satisfactory solution for the problem since the only 
suggestion made was one that would delay the process by eight weeks. 
Given the client's contextual belief that the process would be sure, 
short and simple, the client probably questioned her initial view that 
the intern was competent. She wondered if she made the right choice 
in hiring the clinic. 
The intern understandably felt it was not his fault the client did 
not provide a good address. He saw the problem as one beyond his 
control and felt he was doing the best he could given the facts 
presented. 
SUGGESTIONS: 
The challeqge presented was to reduce the perception of in-
creased sacrifice on the part of the client. If the intern had made ex-
plicit the assumptions upon which the original time estimate was 
based, he could have reminded the client of this fact and perhaps the 
mcreased sacrifice due to the delay would have been offset by the in-
creased confidence the client would have gained because the student 
anticrpated this problem in the beginning and was consistent in his 
handling of the issue when it arose. 
Next, the intern should have explored other possible means of 
?btammg a better address, before raising the client's stress by discuss-
mg servrce by publication. The client may not have considered such 
sources as friends, relatives or work acquaintances. The intern might 
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have obtained such information beforehand, or pursued any such 
known leads before contacting the client about the service problem 
once it arose. 
Finally, if appropriate, the intern should have taken some respon-
sibility for not anticipating the problem at the initial interview so as to 
reduce the cycle time for the case. If practicable, the intern could 
have suggested ways in which the case might be shortened later so as 
to make up the time lost waiting for service to be perfected.n4 
Value Point #4: 
SITUATION: 
I 
Service was properly accomplished and the husband did not re-
spond. The case was scheduled to proceed in a default posture. When 
the client came to the office to prepare for the hearing, she told the 
intern that her husband called her and wanted to know if he should 
come to court. She told him that she would ask her lawyer. The in-
tern told his client that her husband did not need to come to court, but 
he could do so if he desired. The client reviewed the papers, signed 
the necessary documents and left the office. 
At the hearing, the husband appeared without counsel. He had 
not seen the papers submitted to the court. 11\fhen the case was called, 
the husband requested a continuance to get a lawyer. The continu-
ance was granted for thirty days. TI1e client was unhappy about the 
continuance. 
ANALYSIS: 
The client wanted to know how this could happen when her hus-
band previously had not appeared in the case. Her confidence in the 
intern was shaken because he was not able to prevent the continu-
ance. She was worried about what would happen to the case when her 
husband got a lawyer. Building on the earlier service problem, this 
could have become a crisis point in the representation. Unless the 
intern rehabilitated the client's falling perception of value, this client 
might have sought representation elsewhere since the delays may have 
caused the sacrifices perceived by the client to fall outside the "zone 
of acceptability. "115 
11.:+ By reviewing the process and procedure with the client at this point, it might have 
been possible to find ways to shorten the original time line. See id. at 49-50. Extra effort to 
insure service of process was correctly accomplished vmuld be important to exceed the 
client"s expectations about the intern's competence based on this problem. Since the in-
tern did not "do it right" the first time. it is essential to do it ·'l'ery right the second time." 
ZEITHA!VIL ET AL., supra OO[C 81. at 31. 
I 15 See discussion of "zones of acceptability" and "zones of indifference," supra note 
··"' 
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SuGGESTIONs: 
Ideally, the inteH! should have contacted tb.e husband and sh.cv1n 
hiin the papers as soon as he found out he had contacted his client 
That may have prevented the need for the contii1UaEce since the hus-
band would have had some time to consider what he wanted and the 
wisdom of letting the matter proceed with the papers already pre-
pared. Since that was not done, however, the intern's efforts should 
have been directed towards m1nimi7ing any further delay. 
UvJess the husband was clear about wanting to 1llie a lawyer, the 
intern should have spoken to the husband imcnediate!y after the hear-
ing to ascertain his concerns. They may have been :mh1or, and sorne 
modifications to the papers may have elirninated the need for a 
lengthy continuance. Although the husband clearly had the 1ight to 
consult an attorney, early contact lNith hin1 might have reduced his 
anxiety about the process.n6 
The intern should have had a detailed conference ·with his client 
immediately to explait1 the sigililicance of the continuat!ce and de-
scribe the alternative directions the case could have taken. If the hus-
band's concerns vvere mln.or, delays probably would be oninlmal. 'DTI 
the other hand, if the issues raised seemed significant, the client's en-
tire set of initial expectations would be in jeopardy. The student 
would need to understand this and respect the process the client 
would need to go through to reassess her decision to use hirn as her 
lawyer. If the student showed proper concern for the shock to the 
client's expectations by this turn of events, the level of trust in the 
relationship actually could have been strengthened by it.117 
107 and accompanying text. 
116 In a jurisdiction which has adopted the MoDEL RuLES, the intern could ha·ve acted 
as intermediary since in this case there appeared to be little subject to dispute. See Rule 
2.2. In any event, the intern must be careful not to make false statements of law or fact 
(Rule 4.1) or to suggest that he is disinterested in the case. Rule 4.3. Under the MoDEL 
ConE, DR 5-105 prevents a lawyer from representing both husband and ,.:vife unless it is 
"obvious" that she can repre~ent the interests of both and they both consent. Some juris-
~ictions take the position that in essence, it is never obvious that a lav;;;er can represent the 
mterests of husband and wife in a divorce. Under DR 7-102(A)(5) it is a violation for a 
lawyer to "knowingly make a false statement of law or fact." Flnally, under DR 7-
104(A)(2), a law:ver may not give advice to an unrepresented party except tv obtain a 
la~vyer, if that party's interests "are m have a reasonable possibility of being in confiicl 
With the interests of his client." 
None of these rules would prevent the intem from discussing the husband's concerns 
so long as it was clear that the intern was acting on behalf of the wife, he made no false 
statements to the husband, and did not provide legal advice to the husband. 
117 STANLEY CL<\WAR, You & -,{ouR CLIENTS 10 (1988); NoELLE C. I·JELSON, CmJ-
NECTING WITii YouR CLIENT 60-61 (1996) in which it is suggested that problems be dis-
cussed as soon as they occur and Lhat the lawyer be realistic about the nature of the 
problem and his ability to solve it. 
·, ... 
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Value Point #5: 
SITUATION: 
After a one week delay, the husbai""!d called the irttern and told 
him the papers looked fin.e and he i;:/ould not be retaining a lavvyer. If 
the case could have been set earlier, he would have lilced to complete 
it as soon as possible. The intern called the court scheduler who told 
him the case could be set the following week so long as the husband 
appeared, waived /lis right to an attorney and indicated he had no 
objection to the case proceeding in a default posture. The husband's 
appearance, waiver and acquiescence could be done in writing. 
I 
ANALYSIS: 
This presented an interesting dilemma for the student. If the case 
were reset and went forward, there would have been a significant in-
crease in expected value on the client's part because having assisted 
her in adjusting her expectations in light of the continuance, the intern 
was now able to exceed those expectations by completing the case 
sooner than currently anticipated. On the other hartd, if the student 
advanced the hearing and the husband either changed his mind or 
failed to appear at the advanced hearing, the student would run the 
risk of worseni11g the value perception of the client (not to mention 
the perception of his competence in the eyes of the judge) because of 
the wasted appearance. 
SuGGESTioNs: 
The intern probably should have explained the courses of action 
available to the client and asked her to help decide how to proceed. 
To guard against the husband's change of wind or failure to appear, 
one option would have been to ask the husband to come to the office 
and indicate his approval of the papers by signing them along with a 
waiver of counse!.118 In that event, he probably still should have 
asked the husband to appear in. court to verify to the judge that he was 
agreeable. If, nonetheless, the husband failed to appear at the hear-
ing, the papers alone might have suf.liced. 
Alternatively, if the student was not comfortable having the bus-
1JB See references to the MoDEL RuLES and the MoDEL ConE, supra note 116, at 931. 
VVhether the intern could ethically suggest that the husband sign a waiver of counsel would 
hinge upon vvhether this would require the giving of !ega! advice. If the intern was not 
acting as intermediary, he should not have given such advice unless the husband's interests 
were not, and did not present a reasonable possibility of being in conflict with the wife's 
interest. He must also take care not to make false 3UHements pertaining to the legal effect 
of the v1aiver. If the parties w~re proceeding by agreement and their interests coincided, 
the waiver would likely be proper. 
.... 
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band sign the papers or if the husband would not do so, it ·would have 
been more prudent to advise the client to proceed with the hearing as 
scheduled. This would have best preserved and met the client's cur-
rent expectations and most likely would have led to successful com-
pletion of the case without further unanticipated events.119 The 
disadvantage of the latter approach, of course, would have been that 
an opportunity to create value by accelerati.11g the process would have 
been lost. On balance, however, the latter approach was probably 
more prudent because it posed Jess potential damage to the client's 
already reduced perceptions of value. 
Value Point #6: 
SITUATION: 
The case proceeded on the rescheduled date and the divorce was 
granted uneventfully. The whole process took four months. 
ANALYSIS: 
At the end of the case, the client made her final assessment of the 
value she received from the c!irric. As long as the student reminded 
the client that the delays were due to the faulty address and the unex-
pected appearance of her husband, and that these delays were man-
aged successfully, one would expect this client to perceive that the 
clinic's services were valuable. 
SUGGESTIONS: 
In a closing interview or letter, the intern could have reviewed 
the course of the case emphasizing how the case progressed as origi-
nally anticipated, pointing out the ways the process was not signifi-
cantly hampered by unanticipated life cycle events. The basic result 
was achieved as expected by the client - only minor delays 
occurred.12o 
B. A Domestic Violence Criminal Case 
The local municipal court assigned a domestic violence case to 
119 See lAMES C. FREUND, LAWYERING, A REAUSTIC APPROACH TO LEGAL PRACTICE 
263·68 (1979) in which the author's discussion of deferring decision making where possible 
suggests an approach that minimizes the risJ(S that future events might shed new light on 
the matter under consideration and lead to a different decision. 
120 Some commentators suggest that a meeting is the best way to review and consolidate t~e b7nefits received from the representation. This may be preferable to a letter because 1
1.e ciJent can interact with the lawyer. Vlhatever the method, the lawyer should review the c tent's goals and results obtained and should concentrate on the benefits of the represen-
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the clinic. The client was the defendant, charged \Vith slapping bis 
vvife in the midst of an argument. Tne argument centered around the 
defendant not earning enough money for the fat-nily to make ends 
meet. _A.s he Yvas yelling at his v+.riie~ she pushed him away and he 
reflexively struck out at her. The slap caused some temporary redness 
in the victim's face which faded after about an hour. Photographs 
taken by the police at the scene did not show any obvious injury. 
The money trouble had been a source of discord for several 
months, sLnce the wife quit her job to raise the couple's small child. 
1-\.lthough the couple had argued regulariy about this subject, this was 
the first h'1stance of physical violence. The defendant felt responsible 
for the family's money trouble, and was very r'.omorseful for what hap-
pened. He wanted to plead guilty and conclude the matter. He did 
not believe the court would be very severe in its sentence because it 
was his first offense. The court wanted to make sure he was fully in-
formed of the effects of a guilty plea. T1.1erefore, the judge assigned 
the clinic to advise him before accepting his plea. 
The city prosecutor has a strict no-drop, no-reduction policy in 
domestic violence cases. Although there are varying degrees of seri-
ousness it1 domestic violence cases, the defendant was charged with 
the most serious variety, so that a plea of guilty exposed him to six 
months in jail and a $1000 fine. The court tends to treat defendants 
convicted of domestic violence harshly and occasionally imposes up to 
ten days in jail for a first offense involv'!Ilg a minor injury. Most such 
cases, however, result in a period of probation, a fine, and an order 
that the defendant engage in counseling directed at controlling anger. 
After a defendant has been convicted once of domestic violence, a 
second incident involving any va.t-iety of domestic violence (regardless 
of severity), can be charged as a felony. 
In a hearing at the beginning of the case, at which the defendant 
was present but not represented, a temporary protection order 
("TPO") was obtained under which the defendant was ordered to va-
cate the marital dwelling and to refrain from contacting his wife. The 
defendant had been staying with his parents. It had been ten days 
since the issuance of the TPO and both the defendant and the victim 
•?vanted hin1 to come home. 
The defendant vvas a hard-working automobile mechanic vvith a 
high school education. He had no prior invoivements with the law. 
The student intern assigned to the case 'Nas scheduled to appear 
at the arraignment. There had not been time to meet the client for an 
interview prior to the hearing. 
'0/hen the client heard the clinic Yvas assigned, he ;;;as concerned 
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the judge and prosecutor to be harder on him. In addition. he vvorried 
that a student lawyer v.rould treat his case as an "educational project,'~ 
in which he would be rnore ilTterested in receiving a good grade than 
the client's welfare. 
CONTEX!UA_L FACTORS: 
Personal: 
- first experience with criminal justice system 
- relatively unsopl:>isticated, did not appreciate the potential 
seriousness of the case 
- felt guilty about the family's money problems 
- did not wa;>t to resist prosecution, felt he should take re-
sponsibility for his actions, was ren1orseful for the events 
- wanted to go back home 
- wanted to put this incident behind him 
- did not think a lawyer was necessary, and feared that a 
lawyer might make matters worse 
Situational: 
arose out of chronic money trouble 
the city follows a no-drop, no-reduction policy 




- prompt resolution of the case 
- client thought he would be better off without a law-yer 
- imagined little benefit from legal representation 
- wanted to retlliu home as quickly as possible 
Process Factors: 
- kp.ew nothing about lawyers or what to expect, but 
imagined the process would be explai;""!ed to hh-n so he 
could enter a plea of guilty at the u""ext hea<-ing 
EXPECTED SACRIFICES: 
Transaction costs: 
- minimal financial costs expected 
- would have to experience some delay while intern became 
familiar with the case and prepared to represent him 
Life cycle costs: 
- hopefully none, case would be concluded at next hearing 
152 
Risks: 
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i·he client would be a "'guinea pig" for the student lawyer 
causing the experience to be a greater benefit to the stu-
dent than the client 
the student lawyer y;rould actually make things worse for 
·the client 
getting a lavvyer v\rould increase the tLrne necessary to con-
dude the case 
INITIAL EXPECTED VALUE: This client wanted to plead guilty 
but the judge required him to consult a lawyer so1that he would fully 
understand the ramifications of pleading guilty. If it were up to the 
client, he would not have retained counsel. He expected little value in 
having a lawyer on his case, let alone a student intern. 
Value Point # 1: 
SITUATION: 
11.J.e client made no attempt to call the clinlc after the assignment 
of his case by the court. Tl..1e intern assigned to the case did not have a 
chance to meet or talk to the client prior to the ar!_aignment .. At the 
arraignment, the client and the intern met a.t!d discussed the case very 
superficially. 
The i11.tem wanted to enter a plea of not guilty, set the case for a 
pretrial hearing, arrange an in-depth lnterview with the client, conduct 
discovery with the prosecutor and then decide how to proceed at the 
pretrial hearing. T1.1e intern !earned of the 'TI'O and suggested to the 
client that a motion be made to dissolve it so he could return home. 
He said he could have the motion filed within three days. 
The client preferred to plead guilty at the arraignment. The in-
tern indicated that he could not represent the defendant in good con-
science if he wanted to plead guiliy before the intern had an adequate 
chance to develop the case. The intern offered to withdraw from the 
case and let the court appoint another lawyer.121 At that prospect, 
fea,.-ing even further delay, the client agreed to follow the plan recom-
mended by the intern . 
.f-lNALYSIS: 
The problem here was that the client did not perceive how he 
121 1/ifithdrawal may have been required under the MoDEL RULEs; Rule 1.1 (lav,ryer shall 
provide competent representation) and Rule 1.16 (lmvyer shall withdraw if continued rep-
resentation would result in violation of the rules of professional conduct.) 1l1is also may be 
mandated under the corresponding sections of the MoDEL CooE: DR 6-IOl(A)(l) and 
(A)(2); DR. 2-110(B)(2). 
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could benefit from the representation. Ironically, this case presented 
an opportunity for substantial value creation because the client had 
such low expectations of benefit. Almost any benefit conferred would 
exceed those expectations. The primary goal of the client at the ar-
raignment was to conclude the matter. Everything the intern sug-
gested ran counter to that goal. Moreover, some of the sacrifices 
anticipated by the client came about - since he did not perceive any 
benefit from the representation, he probably felt like a guinea pig for 
the intern, he was about to experience further delay, and he feared the 
intern would make matters worse by pleading not guilty. 
SUGGESTIONS: 
The dilemma presented was largely due to the fact that the intern 
and the client did not have a chance to discuss the case and the client's 
situation prior to making a decision at the arraignment.122 The client 
did not perceive any benefit from the representation because he was 
not aware of the potential seriousness, in both the short and long 
terms, of a plea to the first degree misdemeanor. His perception that 
nothing serious would happen at sentencing should have been ac-
knowledged but he needed to know that if another incident were to 
occur, it could be very serious indeed.l23 One way to have accom-
plished this would have been to remind the client that chronic money 
trouble led to this incident and since it was still a problem, another 
incident could occur. 
The focus in the first meeting at the court house should not have 
been on a detailed understanding of the facts of the case, although the 
client should have been given the opportunity to say enough about the 
facts to feel the intern was concerned. The intern should have ex-
plained the process and reassured the client that pleading not guilty at 
that point would not make the situation worse.124 Since both the eli-
122 Although it rarely is optimal to make significant decisions at the first client meeting, 
occasionally, as herp, it is necessary. Under such circumstances, the intern still should have 
attempted to understand the client's goals, develop alternatives, describe consequences 
and allow the client to make the decision. BINDER ET AL, supra note 6, at 229 n.lO. 
123 Of course, as a legal matter, in order for a plea of guilty to be accepted, the court 
must find that the defendant is voluntarily waiving his rights Lo trial, with an adequate 
understanding of the potential consequences of doing so. Annotation: Court's Duty to Ad-
vise or Admonish Accused as to Consequences of Plea of Guilty or to Determine That He is 
Advised Thereof, 97 A.L.R. 2d 549, 552 (1964). Aside from those requirements, good 
c~unseling technique suggests that the "pertinent and pivotal" consequences be discussed 
With the client. The ramifications of pleading guilty would certainly fall into that category. 
BINDER ET AL., supra note 6, at 275. 
124 The discussion also should have addressed the client's apparent misunderstanding of 
the process whereby not guilty pleas are routinely entered to enable the attorney to learn 
more about the case. This misunderstanding may have Jed to his rejection of the intern's 
suggestion that a "not guilty" plea be entered. BINDER ET AL., supra note 6, at 326-28; 
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ent arrd h-is wife ;_:t,anted him to come home, some effort should have 
been m.ade to raise that issue vlith tb.e judge at th8t t~ii1e, even if the 
court's policy was not to reexawine a ITO at such an early stage.12s 
.A.t least the client would have felt that the intern \vas doing everything 
possible to accomplish the client's goal of concluding the case quickly. 
Finally, the possib11ity· of a finding of not guilty or pleading guilty 
to a lesser charge might have been raised. The L11tern could have 
~"Jointed out that the reflexive action of slapping his wife 1., response to 
her shove wight not have risen. to the level of domestic violerrce. If 
not, the client might be found not guilty . .Alternatively, the prosecu-
tor, in considering the nature of the act, might have offered a lesser 
charge to dispose of the case. Hovvever, given the' prosecutor's and 
court's infle;:ibiilt-y, and the fine distinctions inherent 1n such a de-
fense, those possibilities were not very likely to occur. Therefore, in 
discussi.;>g them, they should not have been overemphasized.'26 
Tlalue Point :ft2: 
SITI.JATION: 
T!le in-depth interview took place at the clinic. The client ex:-
p18ined the facts of the incident. I-ie reiterated his desire to plead 
gn3!ty and conclude the matter. He had heard from others that the 
prosecutor vvould not agree to lesser charges and he did not 111ant to 
antagonize hhn by asking. He listened patiently as the intern ex-
plained his rights, the various types of domestic violence charges, the 
fact that a second offense can be charged as a felony, the elements of 
self-defense, and how provocation might play a role in his defense. 
The client asked a few questivns for dari.fication, thanked the intern 
for the comprehensive explanation, and then reaffirmed his desire to 
plead guilty as charged and conclude the matter as quic!dy as possible . 
. PD,TAL YSIS: 
The client still saw little benefit from perrnitthig the intern to 
cal!. y the process further. He received some information which he 
probably appreciated. He gained a better perspective orr the situation 
and deeper understanding of the seriousness of the predicament. Iie 
EWALT, supra note 12, at 108. 
125 Clearly, the intern should not make frivolous motions or arguments, but pursuing 
this request probably did not fall into that category. Even though the intern may have 
believed the judge would deny the request. he could have made it if he believed, in good 
faith, that there were grounds to support it. See Commem to Rule 3.1 of the MoDEL 
EuLES. See also DR 7-102(A)(l) and (A)(2) of the MoDEL CoDE. 
126 111e alternative of a lesser plea probably is not "pivotal" or "pertinent" because it is 
so unli!ce!y. In such circumstances, it should not receive emphasis. BumER ET AL, supra 
not.; 6. at 317. 
T 
I 
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probably considered these to be benefits of the representation.127 He 
did not change his overall position, however. He did not want to 
mount a defense to the charge. 
SUGGESTIONS: 
At that point, the intern should have acceded to his client's 
wishes. Although the intern had not talked with the victim, the client 
took full responsibility for the incident. Since the intern carefully ex-
plained all ramifications of pleading guilty, the client was entitled to 
direct the course of the representation.12B 
The intern could have shifted to a discussion of the sentencing 
phase. By discussing the mitigation statement that could be made on 
behalf of the client, the intern would have provided the client with an 
unexpected benefit, i.e. the client would have an advocate explaining 
his side of the story to the judge, not for the purpose of escaping re-
sponsibilit"y, but to minimize the sentence. 
The client would have left the office feeling informed, that he was 
heard and understood, and that he would be guided through the rest 
of the case by a sympathetic and understanding advocate.12 9 
Value Point #3: 
SITUATION: 
At the pretrial hea..-ing, the intern and the prosecutor discussed 
the case . .A .. fter some exploration of possible resolutions, the prosecu-
tor reiterated his no-drop, no-reduction policy and stated that if neces-
sary, he would subpoena the victim to the trial if she refused to appear 
voluntarily. The intern inclicated to the prosecutor that the client 
wished to change his plea to guilty. 
The plea was entered after which the prosecutor made represen-
tations about the facts of the case. When asked whether he wished to 
respond, the intern made a mitigation statement on behalf of the cli-
ent. The intern focuse¢ on the recurring money problems, the stress 
created by the additional responsibilities of having a child, and the 
reflexive manner in which the client struck his wife. The intern also 
pointed out the client's work history and that he had never had any 
previous trouble with the law. Finally the intern emphasized that 
there had been no other incidents of this kind. 
127 Generally speaking, reducing a client's uncertainty will be seen as a benefit of the 
representation. EWALT supra note 1? at 107-14 ~ , - . 1~ BrNDER ET AL, supra note 6, at 356-61; FREUND, supra note 119, at 268-78. 
_g ~ee NELSON, supra note 117, at43-48, 83~84, describing techniques to deal with inse~ 
cure clients and suggesting that high value can be created for such a client from a thorough 
explanation of the process the case will take. 
L·, 
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The client told the judge he was sorry for what happened and 
promised it would not happen again. The judge referred the case to 
the probation office for a presentence investigation. Afterwards, the 
client told the intern he was glad he was there because he was very 
nervous when the judge recited the rights he was giving up by plead-
ing guilty and the potential maximum sentence.13° 
ANALYSIS: 
The client did not anticipate that he would need an interpreter or 
guide through the plea process. He was grateful for the intern's pres-
ence because he provided knowledgeable sypport and the feeling that 
someone was on his side. The relationship began to improve from 
that point forward. The client received benefits from the intern's help 
that he did not expect.131 
SuGGEsTIONs: 
Since the client experienced an unexpected benefit from the rep-
resentation, he may have been more receptive to any suggestions the 
intern might have made as well as the intern's perspective on the case 
during the sentencing phase. Advice regarding how to handle the pro-
bation interview may have been well-received. Other ideas for ways 
to favorably impress the court also may have been appreciated, e.g. 
the suggestion to obtain character references from persons who know 
the defendant or the couple. Fmally, the defendant might have acted 
upon the intern's suggestion that he start the anger counseling before 
the sentencing date.I32 
Value Point #4: 
SITUATION: 
At the sentencing hearing, the intern made a moving mitigation 
statement, presented some letters from persons who were supportive 
of the defendant, asked the victim to make a short supportive state-
ment, and informed the court of the defendant's progress in anger 
counseling. At the intern's suggestion, the defendant also reiterated 
his apologies to the court and his wife for the incident. The court 
130 When a judge recites the rights a client gives up by pleading guilty and the maximum 
possible sentence, often great anxiety is created for many clients. If they previously did not 
believe they needed lawyers, they often change their minds at this point. Putting these 
warnings in perspective, reduces the uncertainty created by the judge's stem admonitiqns 
and can be a point of significant value creation. !d. at 83-84. 
131 Expected value increases when benefits unexpectedly increase. NAUMANN, supra 
note 23, at 117-18. 
132 These are examples of "proactive customer contact" which will always increase per-
ceived value. Jd. at167 et seq. 
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imposed a minimal sentence, not u:ulike the usual sentence given first 
time pro se defendants who had not caused signiiicant harm to their 
victims. 
ANALYSIS: 
Although the intern did not obtai.11 an uncharacteristically 
favorable result for the client, the help given coupled with the result 
obtained probably were perceived as substantial benefits of the repre-
sentation. Because it could not be known what the result would have 
been if the intern had not been present, the natural tendency of the 
client probably would have been to ascribe at least some of the result 
to the intern's work. Just as importantly, he was likely to appreciate 
the process itself - the professional, caring job done by his student 
representative.l33 
Conversely, if the court had been more harsh than expected by 
the client, the client would probably still have felt he received valua-
ble representation because of the extent of the help given and the 
concern shown by the intem.l34 
SUGGESTIONS: 
A closil"lg letter or interview outlining the efforts made and ac-
tions performed by the intern, and the process value received by the 
client may have served to solidify in the mind of the client the intern's 
contribution to the favorable result.'35 
C. A Contested Child Support/Visitation Case 
The clinic received a telephone call from the father of a fourteen 
year old girl. The client sought assistance in having more contact with 
his daughter. The parties had been divorced ten years earlier. At that 
time, allegations were made that the mother had been abusive to-
wards the other family members and was alcoholic. She accused the 
father, on the other hand, of bei11g mentally unstable. Initially, cus-
tody was awarded to the father with visitation to the mother. The 
•
133 It is the client's perception o[ the lawyer's ability to help that is important in solidi-
fymg a lasting and favorable client relationship. EWALT, supra note 12, at 137. 
134 It is also possible, however, that this client would have felt that a more harsh result 
was due to the intern's presence. This would have been consistent with the client's initial 
fear that the student might make matters worse. It this had occurred, the intern would 
have needed to discuss the causes for the resull with the client and put the sentence in 
perspective in order for the client to have believed that the representation was valuable. 
13
::. It is important to revie,:;,r the results of the represeniation with the client to insure 
th~t the client perceives the benefits achieved and the ways in which sacrifices were mini-
m~ed. See note 120 supra. An example of such a letter is attached as an appendix to this 
article. 
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mother's income was not steady so she did not pay support on a relia-
ble basis. The father was skilled as a legal assistant but had a history 
of leaving or being terminated from his jobs. 
Three incidents occurred which eventually led to a change of cus-
tody and restriction of the father's visitation rights. The first involved 
an allegation that the father left the child alone at age five, wandering 
around a shopping mall. The mother filed a temporary custody mo-
tion on the basis that the child had been abandoned. The father 
claimed that the child had wandered off and that the mother had 
failed to meet them as previously agreed. After a brief court episode, 
the mother dismissed her motion for permanent custody. 
The second incident involved an allegation of child abuse against 
the father by the child's school teacher. Apparently the teacher ob-
served bruises which the child could not adequately explain. When 
examined and interviewed by a doctor, the child stated that her father 
had inflicted the bruises. This led to a court proceeding and a referral 
to the courts' child custody investigative unit. Following the investiga-
tion, a recommendation was made for a change of custody to the 
mother. After a contested hearing, the court awarded custody to the 
mother, with liberal visitation to the father. 
The third incident occurred during the pendency of the custody 
case, when the father moved to New York. After the court's ruling, 
visitation was arranged by which the daughter flew to New York to 
spend two weeks with her father. After the two week visitation period 
was over, the father did not return the child. The father made this 
decision based upon his (as was later determined, unfounded) belief 
that the child was in danger from her mother because she was abusive 
and alcoholic. The father took the child to another state. After a 
couple of weeks, the father was located. The police took the child into 
custody and the mother flew to their location to bring the child home. 
Following a contested hearing on this incident, the father was re-
stricted to four hours visitation every other week, under the supervi-
sion of menta! health professionals. He was required to pay the costs 
of that supervision. He was also required to undergo counseling 
which the judge hoped would help him accept the authority of the 
court. 
The last order referred to was made five years earlier, and was 
the latest outstanding order. In that period, the client had not seen his 
daughter regularly. For months at a time he had no persona! visits. 
He had, however, maintained frequent contact with his daughter by 
telephone. At the time he called the clinic, his daughter had told him 
that she wanted to see him more often. In light of her age and her 
stated desires, he thought he should be able to regain custody. How-
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ever, he had not engaged in counseling as required by the last order. 
The client had not had good experiences with lawyers or judges. 
In fact, he was so un.happy with one prior lawyer and the therapist to 
whom he was referred, that he sued them both. In addition, he tried 
to have the guardian ad litem removed from the case and thought the 
trial judge was biased against him. He knew that any further court 
proceedings would corne before that judge due to the fact that judges 
in domestic relations cases retain continui..-Jg jurisdiction. 
The client knew that the legal standard governing his case re-
quired the court to make orders that were in the best in.terests of the 
child. However, he also knew that the judge, the mother and her at-
torney relied heavily on his daughter's preferences and the guardian 
ad litem's opwions in decidirtg how to resolve the custody/visitation 
issues. 
Apprmd ... -nately eighteen months prior to the call to the clinic, the 
client filed a prose motion to modify his visitation. The mother coun-
tered with a motion for child support (there had never been an order 
that the father pay support) and for reimbursement of the expenses 
she incurred in bringing her daughter back from the earlier abduction. 
There had been one evidentiary hearing at which the father's testi-
mony was taken regarding his work history. This was a hostile and 
uncomfortable experience for the client. The hearing was continued 
and the client sought the clinic's help, claiming he had no money to 
hire a lawyer. He had been on the clinic's waiting list for over six 
months. 
The client knew that the clinic was staffed by law students super-
vised by law professors. Tnis appealed to him since he saw himself as 
a victim of an unfair system. He believed the student and law teacher 
would be more idealistic and willing to put forth more effort on his 
behalf. He also beiieved that regardless of the outcome of his cus-
tody/visitation struggle (which he believed he would win), he would 




significant e:;£perience Yvith the legal system and lavvyers 
believed he v1as not treated fairly 
did not trust lawyers, judges, mental health workers, em-
ployers or anyone else i...1 a position of authority 
- resisted the assertion of authority over him by others 
- believed he should be able to regain custody because his 
daughter said she '.'/anted to have more contact with him 
- did not knovv n1uch about the clinic, but knew it was free 
i,,.· 
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and was staffed by students supervised by law professors 
incorrectly believed his ex-wife was abusive and alcoholic 
had a great deal of anger about previous events 
Situational: 
despite the legal standard applicable, the guardian ad li-
tem's opinion and the child's preferences were very influ-
ential in determining what happened with respect to 
visitation 
did not fully exercise his previous visitation rights 
did not comply with the order requiring counseling 
- waited over SL'i: months to get help from the clinic 
EXPECTED BENEN!S: 
Process factors: 
- no cost versus prohibitive costs for representation by a pri-
vate attorney 
- knew a student would represent him who would not have 
much ex-perience, but liked the fact Lhat a law professor 
would supervise the student -thought both would have a 
more idealistic outlook than private practitioners and 
would be willing to fight for the "underdog" 
- expected to have a lawyer who really cared about his case 
expected to have a lawyer who would fight as hard as nec-
essary to achieve his goals 
would be protected from the GAL, opposing counsel and 
judge and their demonstrated bias against him 
Desired results: 
- regardless of who represented him, he expected to win 
custody or at least more visitation 
- regardless of who represented him, he believed he would 




- transportation to clinic or court, no fees payable 
- would need to pay court costs 
Life cycle costs: 
none other than transportation and mi11imal court costs 
- some inconvenience as case proceeded 
Risks: 
- his student lawyer would not be adversarial enough to 
.. ""' 
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compete with the hostile lawyers and judge involved 
- his student lawyer would not understand him well enough 
to be able to advocate his position 
- his student lawyer would be intimidated into siding with 
the mother and the GAL 
- he would have to engage in counseling, an activity he 
found useless and degrading when forced upon him 
INITIAL EXPECTED VALUE: Although he had apprehensions 
about using an inexperienced student attorney, he believed that the 
justice of his case was obvious. He could not afford to hire a private 
lawyer, but regardless, he did not trust private lawyers enough to re-
tain one again. He fully expected to win his case, regardless of the 
student's inexperience, and thought he could "teach" a student lawyer 
how to win if necessary. He expected high value from the clinic's 
representation. 
Value Point #I: 
SITUATION: 
At the initial interview, the client brought in all his papers and 
expected to go over the entire case with his intern. The intern was 
sympathetic and listened to him carefully but was totally overwhelmed 
by his case and his personality. The client spoke quicldy and jumped 
from topic to topic. The intern had trouble keeping him on track and 
could not think fast enough to ask him necessary follow-up questions. 
After one hour, the intern excused himself and sought help from his 
supervisor, who happened to be available. The intern was in a panic 
because he could not control the interview. He worried that he was 
not competent to handle this client or his case. He did not know how 
to proceed. 
ANALYSIS: 
Although the intern believed he was in serious trouble, from the 
point of view of value creation, he was not. For the most part, the 
srtuatwn met the client's expectations. He knew he would be repre-
sented by an inexperienced student lawyer who would need a lot of 
help handling the case. He believed his student representative would 
listen to him and the student met this expectation. He knew there 
would be supervision and the student left the room to obtain it. 
The client's expectations about risk were also validated. He was 
concerned about this student's ability to compete with the other law-
Y:rs but he knew from experience that a case develops over time and 
t ought that the intern would be able to handle it. 
·, .. 
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Overall, he probably was pleased that he was able to dominate 
the conversation for an hour. In the past, lawyers always cut hL111 off 
and tried to direct the conversation.136 
SUGGESTIONS: 
It probably would have been a mistake to draw any conclusions 
or give any advice to the client at that point. He expected the intern 
to have a learning curve and would feel gratified to know that the 
student took the time to understand his case. It would not have been 
productive to extend this interview much longer. 
The client's expected value was not seriously reduced by these 
events, even though the student experie'nced a crisis in confidence. 
The student probably should have been honest about not being able 
to digest all of the client's information in one interview. It was not 
necessary that he admit his panic, but he could have explained to the 
client that he needed time to review his interview notes and the cli-
ent's documents. He should have scheduled a follow-up appointment 
as soon as possible. The client would have appreciated his honesty, 
his willingness to be thorough and his desire to fully understand the 
case. He would also appreciate having a follow-up interview after 
only a brief delay.m 
The student probably should have written a file memo to organ-
ize his thinking about what he learned in the meeting and to decide 
how best to conduct the follow-up interview. 13B 
Value Point #2: 
SITUATION: 
During the second interview, the intern showed the client that he 
had absorbed the information and materia! the client left and was able 
to ask many clarifying questions. In an effort to understand the child 
support issue, the intern spent a lot of time talking about the child 
support rules and pointed out that a new statute had been enacted 
136 Although it may be frustrating to lawyers for a client to dominate the conversation 
with seemingly irrelevant information, it does permit the client to feel that he is being 
given the opportunity to tell his whole story and to develop trust in the lawyer. For this 
client, this probably was seen as a benefit. See, BINDER ET AL, supra note 6, at 246-48; 
NELSON, supra note 117, at 2. 
137 Clients often want lo know their lawyers as people rather than just professionals. It 
can be helpful for the lawyer to share his feelings wilh the client. EwALT, supra note 12, at 
172. However, the degree to which the student lawyer openly admits his insecurity raises 
difficult and interesting questions, since some clients may become alanned and quite inse-
cure themselves, if they believe their lawyer cannot handle their situation. 
It is also advisable to specify what will be the next steps in the information gathering 
phase. BINDER ET AL. supra note 6, at 225-26. 
138 BINDER ET AL., supra note 6, at 105. 
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which required a n1inim.urn ,:::hil'i support o:rder in ·i:h·:: aTD.··:-;Eiit 0f .t~.(J 
f~::~:~~u~:~alr)d~:~f~~ ~~"~~;;;,~~~~i~~t~~~~ '!;,~ ~~;;~~ ~~c~;~'~!:e;, 
for increased visitation r•r ·~;ustvdy; aTid, 2.) too n::wch ·time ·wcs sper.d ;:1E:".o 
the child suppm.i :motion brougt1t by f"t.is eiL-wife. }ie remir.uJ::d the 
intern that the ex--wife did not comply ·\<vitb. the earlier c·hi1d .support 
order. He believed he should not have to pay support, since she 
earned more than enough IIloney to support the cblid, while he ·was in 
financial straits. The intern vvas frustrated by the client's cpparent un-
willingness to acknowledge his obligation to pay even a smaH arno11nt 
of support to the mother as long as she b.ad custody. 
ANALYSIS: 
The intern permitted ~-nself to be drawn into a power struggle 
with this client who reacted very negatively to authority. T'ne client's 
worst fear had surfaced~ i.e. that the clin.ic la;_:v-yers would be just like 
the private lawyers he experienced and vvould side with the wife on 
the case. His e:;.:pected benefit of ha'~ring idealistic) ~~go to the waH'' 
lawyers at the clinic was jeopardized. The risk of havit1g an lE1canng, 
non-adversarial intern increased and expected value fell. 
SuGGEsTioNs: 
The intern should have helped the client see that they were in the 
phase of assessing strengths and weaknesses of the case in ordeT to 
develop an overall strategy to resolve it. Tactics regarding individual 
components would be devised later. Above all, t]1js client needed to 
feel that the intern was going to advocate his position. If the client 
wanted to concentrate on the custody/visitation problem as opposed 
to the support obligation, there was no ham1 in follow1"1g that agenda. 
There would be time later to discuss the parts of the case that were 
less favorable.I39 At the mornent, the intern should have concent.·::r~ed 
on ascertainJng the positive facts and law that would lead to a result 
the client favored. -In order to gain the client's trust, the student 
needed to dernonstrate his loyalty. 'When the ineviteble discussions 
Would occur about the. negative aspects of tbe case, the clien•~ -'flh:}Uld 
have been -ber· [. p.-· "1-.-j- ·•o ..::_ o;. ·,. ~~,,·.q .. , -;1...::.~.,-, r,...,--:c+-•1·"'"1·-;,- ~-y HO 
• ~1 du.C: t •Jc:~ ilv.LH ~!.l•_.d~ ..-Ullvt.!.t...•_..t vC!-. 
!30Th' . 
-
1 IS actualizes cliem-centeredness through acknowledghJg the client's "greater 
~~ed," BINDER ET AL, supra note 5, ar 39-Ll-0, and demonstrates to the client that his is not 
1~~~ another case." NELSOH, supra note 117, at 27. 
cr In order for trust to develop. it is importanl to establish ·'common grou!ld" \Vith ibe 
JenL Concentrating on the client's hioh priority issues can help to do so. NELSON, S!tpm 
note 117, at 2, 15. o + 
o-; 
'··I 
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Value Point #3: 
SITUATION: 
The court set heari...t!gs for the case. 1l.1e earlier date was for the 
mother's motions for support and reimbursement. The later date was 
for the client's visitation motion. They were set about one month 
apart and the first hea_ring was in three weeks. The intern wrote the 
client a letter advising him of the court dates. The client called the 
office, irate because the continued support hearing was set first while 
the visitation motion had yet to be heard at all. 
ANALYSIS: I 
The client was worried that he was not being protected against 
the court and the other lawyers. He feared that the intern would not 
be able to control the proceedings. He began to feel that the intern 
was too inexperienced or not aggressive enough to represent his inter-
ests adequately. 
From the court's point of view, the visitation motion was separate 
from the support motion. Since the support motion had been heard 
partially, it made sense to complete that hearing before the visitation 
matter was taken up. But if the client's custody claim was to be pur-
sued, it had to be decided before the support issues were resolved. No 
custody motion had been filed yet. If a custody motion had been filed 
in response to the hearing notices, however, it probably would have 
appeared as solely a tactic to raise the stakes so that the mother would 
voluntarily dismiss her support claim. This was especially true since, 
from the facts of the case, the likelihood of success on a motion for 
change of custody was negligible. 
SuGGESTIONs: 
The client needed to be reassured that his motion would be heard 
and that steps could be taken to protect him in the support hearing.141 
One way this situation could have been handled was to move to con-
solidate the hearings on the ground that they involved common ques-
tions offact. In addition, since support matters were relatively routine 
in light of the child support guidelines in effect in the jurisdiction, it 
was possible that the support issues could have been settled once the 
custody/visitation matter was resolved. 
If the motions could have been resolved together, the greatest 
chance for a settlement of all issues would have occurred, the possibil-
141 For guidelines on dealing with anxious or insecure clients, see id. al 83-84 in which 
thorough preparation for upcoming events and realistic reassurance are recommended. 
-..., 
! 
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ity of which may have heightened the client's e;c~l5cted benefits frorn 
the process. 
Value Point #4: 
SITUATION: 
A meeting was held between the intern an.d the guardian ad litern 
on the case. The focus of concern for the GA_L was that the father 
had not engaged in any counseling as required by the court. The GAL 
acknowledged that the child was five years older and wanted to have 
more of a relationshlp with her father. The child understood that her 
father was not permitted to take her out of the jurisdiction and could 
probably prevent it from happening if the father attempted to do so. 
From the GAL's point of vieVi.r, counseling was a therapeutic need of 
the client. In addition, compliance with the counseling requirement 
was necessary because it was synJbo}ic of the client's accepta11Ce of the 
court's authority. 
The intern seized upon the opportunity presented to obtaln some 
unsupervised visits. The intern suggested that if the client got some 
unsupervised visitation, he would see that there was something for 
rum to gain from the process and perhaps the client would be more 
amenable to counseling. The GAL saw this as plausible and agreed to 
arrange some liinited unsupervised visits. 
ANALYSIS: 
The extent to which the client would be satisfied with just un-
supervised visits was unclear at that time. However, it was safe to 
assume that any improvement it1. the current visitation arrangement 
would be appreciated by the client. Since he had not had this oppor-
tunity for five years, he would see this as progress and a substantial 
benefit of the represe.ntation. The challenge was to discuss the coun-
s~ling issue in a way that did not immediately cause the client to lose 
srght of the visitation benefit obtained.142 
142 
This illustrates the sensitive and dynamic nature of value creation. 1'-TAU!viANN, supra 
note 23, at 117-18. It also shows the importance of "managing" the client's perceptions of 
events. See note 93 supra and accompanying text. It might be said that such perception 
~anageme_nt constitutes manipulation by the lawyer, and perhaps, to some degree, it does. 
owever, It also can be viewed as focusina the client on certain positive aspects of events 
and de_-emphasizing other less positive asPects. For clients who are very emotionally en-
ghaged m their legal struggles helpino them to see the TJ•overbial olass as "half full" rather t an "h If . ..... ' o .-- - o 
c a empty·' can be a valuable benefit of the lawyer's invo!vemenL Good client-
entered lawyering should not require the lawyer to abdicate a oositive perspective on 
events b · 
ecause some negative aspects arguably are present as well. 
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SuGGESTloN·s: 
In the first discussion with the client a:.."l:er the rneeting 1.11fith the 
G .. L\L~ the focus should have been on the benefit ebtai11ed7 un-
supervised visits. Since the intern ''vas careful not io guarantee that 
the client would engage in counseii11g, or condition the visitation on 
counseling, it was not necessary to insist, at that time, that the client 
engage in it. That issue would need to be approached gently and 
through a series of conversations. Xn fact, before discussing it at any 
length, it might have been helpful to have located a potential coun.-
se1or for the client, after screening hirn for suitability in light of the 
client's previous bad experiences and 1reluctance to engage in 
COlli!Seling.143 
Focusing on the positive aspects of unsupervised visits - such as 
the freedom to develop a closer relationship with his daughter without 
being under the watchful eye of a supervisor, the ability to go places 
other than the site where supervision can occur, the eliwi:nation of the 
artificiality of supervised visitation, a.t!d avoidance of the costs of su-
pervision- probably would have eased the client's perception of risk 
that his goals may not be obtained. This should have i.'lcreased his 
perceptions of value from the representation.144 
1/a[ue Point #5: 
SITUATION: 
The client had a few unsupervised visits vvith his daughter which 
1•13 Because he was ordered to engage in it. the client probably would need to discuss the 
issue of psychological counseling eventually. It certainly was an issue in the case. His 
refusal to abide by the order probably was a valid decision, so long as be was a\vare of the 
potential consequences of violating the order. BINDER ET AL, supra note 6, at 359. It 
seemed clear that one basis for the client's resistance to therapy was his previous bad expe~ 
rience. Therefore, it might reduce his anxiety about counseling to have a compatible thera-
pist in mind when the suggestion is made. EwALT, supra note 12, at 113. It must be 
acknmvledged, however, that this client's tendency to react badly to authority might cause 
him to resent the naming of a particular therapist before he bad agreed to engage in counM 
seli..rtg - he might see it as presumptuous and paternalistic. Perhaps Yl'hen raising the 
issue, the intern might inquire about the nature of the client's problems with his previous 
therapist, and if appropriate, point out that counseling with other therapists, such as the 
one the intern has in mind, would have been less likely to result in those negative 
experiences. 
1•!4 If the GJ:....L had been more tentative in agr.:=eing tc Uilsupervised visitation, or if he 
had conditioned it upon the client obtaining counseling, a different appwach would have 
been required. To focus on the benefit obtained (unsupervised visitation) vvilb.out the sacM 
riiice necessary (counseling) would have artificially raised the client's value perception, 
only to be undermined later when he found out about the counseling requirement. Han-
dling ir in that fashion would have done more harm to the value perception than if the 
sacrifice were introduced ar the outset. TI1is is true becau~e of the damage the later "sur-
prise'' V:!OUld have done to the client's trust in the lawyer. See E\VALT, :;upra note 12, at 65; 
FP.EU!--!D. supra note 119, at 153; I'-!ELSOH. supra nate 117, at 5?. 
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went well. E:o.lthough the court did not consolidate the support and 
visitation hearings, the intern obtained a continuance of the support 
hearing so that it vvas scheduled after the visitation hearit1g. The first 
visitation hearing was considered a pretrial, at which the parties 
agreed that unsupervised visits would continue for the time being. 
The GAL and the mother were still i..r1terested in the father obtaining 
counseling, but did not make it a condition of continued unsupervised 
visits. 'Ihe unsupervised visits had not yet increased in frequency and 
were still only one afternoon every other weekend. The counseling 
problem probably would have become more innnediate if the client 
wanted more frequent visits. He allowed his daughter to determine at 
what point more visits would occur. He maintained his resistance to 
obtairring counseling. 
ANALYSIS: 
The client probably could have obtained a more liberal visitation 
schedule if he had engaged in some l11inimal counseli;1.g. He was 
highly resistant to it, however, and there seemed little reason to force 
it on hin1 (even if that were possible) as long as he was satisfied vvith 
the current arrangement. Ii appeared that "winning" the counseling 
battle with the court and the other plil""ties may have been as impor-
tant a benefit to the client as getting more visitation. 145 On the other 
hand, except for having paid lip service to the existence of the coun-
seling order, neither the court nor the other party insisted on 
compliance. 
If the counseling issue had been forced, the client may have been 
able to resist because visitation had been going well without it and the 
courts normaily would recognize that even parents who need counsel-
ing should be allowed to see their children, as long as there is no likeli-
hood of harm to the child.l46 
SUGGESTIONS: 
A discussion with" the client about his options would have been 
appropriate at this time. He would need to decide what was more 
important to him - more extensive visitation or avoidance of coun-
seling.147 If he were approached with these options in a non-judgmen-
tal way, so that he did not feel that the intern was simply siding with 
his former wife and the GAL, he may have been able to make a ra-
tional choice. Since, in the client's view, the daughter's wishes were 
145 See BINDER ET AL, supra note 6, at 260-65. 
l-lfi See generally JoHN DE Wrrr GREGORY, PETER N. SwrsHER & SHERYL L ScHEIBLE, 
U~DERSTANDING FAMILY LAw§ 10.05, at 390 (1993), and cases cited therein. 
47 See EwALT, supra note 12, at 49. 
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the most significant factors, if she wished to keep the visits as they 
were, the client could accept that and most likely would continue to 
decline the counseling. If the child wanted more contact, counselin~ 
"' or a lack of it may not have been the controlling factor in any event 
From a client value perspective, there seemed little reason to 
stress the need for counseling at the time, despite the court order and 
the requests by the pal1:ies. Since it was clear that the client d:id not 
wish to do it, he perceived heightened value from the representation 
because he got unsupervised visits and avoided the counseling 
requirement.148 
Value Point #6: I 
SITUATION: 
The hearing date approached on the mother's support motion. In 
preparation for the heari_ng, the client stressed that the mother had 
not paid all the support she owed when the client had custody of the 
child. Upon reviewing the child support enforcement agency records, 
it was not clear whether all previously due support was pa:id. On the 
other hand, it was certa:in that a minimal child support order would be 
entered aga:inst the client. The statute required it, and the client 
earned enough to be required to pay a small amount. The client 
claimed that he could not afford any support and the mother earned 
more than enough to support the child on her own. He did not feel it 
would be fair for him to pay any support. 
ANALYSIS: 
The client had umealistic expectations with respect to the support 
issue. Because of the client's resistance to authority, he resisted pay-
ing support. He remembered that the mother d:id not pay all she was 
ordered to pay and used that as justification for why he should not be 
compelled to pay support. In his mind, the fair result was that he 
should not be subject to any order for support. If the intern could not 
obta:in that result, the value perceived from the representation would 
di_rninish. 
148 This is because increasing benefits while keeping sacrifices the same increases value. 
NAUMANN, supra nole 23, at 117-13. The question remains whether it was ethically appro-
priate for the lawyer not to urge his client to comply with the outstanding order that he 
engage in counseling, or at least advise him of the risks of not doing so. Might rhe lawyer's 
silence be construed as encouragement to ignore (i.e. violate) the order? Should the law-
yer have advised his client to pursue a change in the counseling requirement if he was not 
going to urge compliance? 
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SuGGEsTioNs: 
The intern •Hculd I.i:::e.j t::; .:;;~pla}I! in d-::tail the rules by vihieh both 
parents are required to pay c:b.ild support, regardless of a disparity ln 
their incomes. The client rnay need to be shown the child support 
schedules and perhaps the sts.tute requir~ng a $50 per month rDjnimum 
order so that he would believe that the requirement really exists.l49 
As soon as possible, specil~c support figures should have been stated 
so that the client would not labor under the fear of an inordil1ately 
high amount. He could have been reminded that he had resisted pay-
ment of support for many years when under the law, an order proba-
bly should have been made15° Further, the intern could have advised 
him that a motion to collect the back support due from the mother 
could and should still be filed. Once the support obligation was 
placed in its legal context and he >t-vas reminded of his luck in fendffig 
it off this long, he would hopefully attoin a more realistic perspective 
on the issue. 
Certainly the client should have been told that any legally suffi-
cient arguments he vvished to make to keep the support as low as pos-
sible would be made. IVloreover, the offsetting motion for previous 
unpaid support would have provided him with a sense of equitable 
parity.151 
Value Point #7: 
SITUATION: 
The parties appeared at the heru-ing on the mother's support mo-
tion. The mother's attorney was not alli--dous to conduct an. eviden-
tiary hearing. Initial discussions regarding settlement of the entire 
case looked promising. T!..Je :r.o.other and GA..L ·were willing to permit 
unsupervised visitation to corrtinue, and to permit the frequency of 
the visits to be determined primarily by the child. 
As to the financial aspects~ the mother was v:rilling to offset her 
. 
149 P:oviding reliable information is an effective way to deal with unrealistic or suspi-
cmus clients. BINDER ET AL, supra. note 6, at 281-32; EwALT, supra note 12, at 65; NEL-
sor-:,, supra note 117, at 76-78. 
1 ~0 ~escribing how the client previously had attained his goal of avoiding a child support 
0 !='ligat10n, may create value because it helps the client see beyond a simple "win/lose" 
VIew of the current case and helps him to "focus on interests, not positions." In other 
w?rds, the client achieved a longer term interest in avoiding child support for several years, 
e~~n though at the present time, be may "lose" the battle over the prospective minimal 
~~ d support order. See CLAW AI<., supra note 117, at 29; See generally, RoGER FrsHER & 
diL~Alvi DRY, GEITING TO YES, 40-55 (2d ed. 1991). Of course, this may be a double-
~ ge sword since the reminder that the client avoided an order that probably should have 
e~~ ~ade, may fonify him in his belief that he can avoid it now, as in the past. 
ee, e.g., FREUND, supra note 119, at 144. 
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'::.~.':'~~3 :•:::c tra:nspcrt2.tio:n exp::nses and B.tt.::,m·::ys fees against the cli-
·~nf': da~··i1 f·:;:r ;::;:;.pport arreai:age. From an :Jbje.:ti-:Ie point of view, 
~:ill2 s·:::·s~med adYaTitage•:JliS s~nce the :records did not clearly support the 
cJ8-D:T1 that an arrearage was owed to the client. The mother claimed 
she did not o\-ve it and, if pushed to hearing, she might have prevailed. 
Cor.r;.rer.::ely, the claims agah!st the client for transportation expenses 
st~'::lTIIT•ing f:;:om. his abduction of the child and the mother's request for 
s:{~,JILi-5]'3 f.::es ln connection •;;lith earlier sctions by the client seemed 
'i.T8IJt slrc·ng. 
addition, the mothe.t -\•;~as willing to settle for the Illll!lmum 
child s12ppo.rt order ($50 per month) and to begin the order as of the 
date of the hearing rather than make it retroactive to the date of filing 
v.f the motion, a.tmost tvvo years earlier. Such retroactive application 
-.:-vould have been probable if the case had been decided following a 
full evidentiary hearing. 
~Ji/hen the student discussed th1s possible settlement with the cli-
ent, ho~.vever, he rejected the Dnancial aspects. I'-:!Ie insisted that the 
mother G'.-ved hlm support ITon1 prior to the final judgment in the case 
and th:::.'t t~-1is ·~;"vas not being taken lnto account. The intern explain.ed 
that the s-upport records failed to bear him outl but even if they had, 
liiKkr local!a-;v the temporary s-upport was merged into the final judg-
ment. ~.incc:: the final judgment did not contain an arrearage finding, 
2I!Y lli-rearage was deemed waived. 
12~0.1-ther, the client mainta1.'1.ed that he could not pay $50 per 
m.on'i:t (despite the fact that he was vvorking part-tit11e and probably 
collid be working full-time), and, in any event, the mother did not 
need the money. He claimed he was wiliing to go to jail rather than 
pc.y any ch-ild support. I-ie said that although he would not agree to 
pay the support directly to the moth.er, he might agree to pay $50 per 
month if the court required her tc put it Lnto a separate bank account 
~~~ the child's name. The court was unlikely to enter such an order 
absent ag-Ieement of the parties. 
Pit the end of the session, h'1e parties and counsel were e;~;:asper­
ated. The case was continued for a full evidentiary helli-ing. 
P_,_NALYSIS: 
Jit is hard to ~magine a result more favorable to the clir;rrt than the 
one offe:red by the mother. Following an adversarial hearing, the cli-
ent c01J_ld reasonably have been e;cpected to do no better, and possibly 
quite 'f,r•::;rsr::. 
Thi:=: 3itw?otion preser:ted 2 stark example of perception disparity 
• T 
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reo-ardina the value of the services being provided.l52 Frorn a reason-
able law;:er's poir1t of view, the settlernent proposal obtained by the 
intern was highly beneficial to the client. The client, on the other 
hand, obviously did not see it that way. The client \rvanted nothing 
short of no support obligation and he wanted the mother w pay him 
money she probably did not owe. He also refused to acknowledge his 
obligation for the transportation expenses sterruning from his abduc-
tion of the child. From the poir1t of view of an objective lawyer, high 
value was provided. From the client's perspective, however, the pro-
posed settlement provided little or no value. 153 
It appeared the only thing that would satisfy the client (assuming 
the mother would not accede to his demands) was an evidentiary 
hearing at which he could have advanced fully his unreasonable 
position. 
This situation presented an ethical dilemma for the student be-
cause it created a confi.ict between the demands of the system and 
providing value to the client. The student lawyer was not permitted to 
continue representation if, by trying to create value for the client, he 
was compelled to interpose frivolous claims or defenses.l54 It would 
have been permissible (and perhaps required) to 1v.ithdraw from the 
representation of this client based upon his position.'ss 
SUGGESTIONS: 
It is possible that the mother might have agreed to set the small 
support payment aside in a separate account. If she believed that this 
would avoid the need for, and expense of, a full evidentiary hearing, 
sufficiently high value may have been present for her to forgo her 
152 See Section III.B.4. supra. 
153 This may be in part because the client actually "benefitted" from the continuation of 
the pr~blem. CLAWAR, supra note. 117, at 9. Apparently, some divorce litigants find it 
rewardmg to carry on their interpersonal struggles with their former spouses through cases 
suchasth s - -T 
199 
ese. ee ~.g. FoRREST S. IvloSTEN, THE CoMPLETE GuiDE TO MEDIATION. 174-
t J ( 7)- Dependmg upon l!Je receptiveness of the client, the intern might have been able 
to create value for the client by introducing him to the psychological dimensions of this 
hendebncy through the available literature. Il is doubtful however, that the client would ave e · . . ' 15 ~ en re:epttve ~o tlus m the heat of the litigation. 
c! . Defendmg agamst the statutory minimum child support order, and pursuing the ca<Hme~ arrearage from the temporary support order, might be considered frivolous be-
t use 
1 
ey appear to be "unwarranted under existincr law" and would not <:eem to consti-
ute a .. oood f . h · o -
e M ~ au argument for an extension. modification, or reversal of existing law." See ·~·55 °0 EL ConE, DR 7-102; MoDEL RULE 3.1. ~ llO(B~~)to the rules regarding withdrawal from the case, see e.g. MoDEL CoDE DR 2-
.. will re~ tn.d M.00E~ RuLE 1.16(a)(l) requiring withdrawal if continued representation 
HO(C)(l) r m VIolatiOn of a Disciplinary Rule." See also e.g. MoDEL ConE DR 2-Withdrawa(la~, (d) and ~2) and MoDEL RULE 1.16{b) which permit (bur do not require) 
nder applicable circumstances. 
I 
'. 
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need to force the father to be responsible for his share of the current 
support. The client resisted paying support because he believed he 
had not received all the support he was entitled to when he had cus-
tody of the child. If she had agreed to the separate account, the client 
might have felt assured that the child, rather than his ex-wife, would 
benefit from the money. This may have caused the client to feel he 
had gotten enough of what he wanted to accept the settlement. At 
least, the intern should have explored this possibility with opposing 
counsel and advised the client he had done so. If they rejected the 
proposal, however, the explanation to the client should not have been 
oriented towards casting the mother and her attorney as unreasona-
ble, but rather should have emphasized h9'r clear right to receive the 
support and the court's tendency to enforce that right. 
It also was possible that the client's unwillingness to accept the 
proposal was more a reflection of his anxiety and anger at his ex-wife, 
and may or may not have been an intractable position.156 If that were 
so, a patient consultation in the office, in which all the factors sug-
gesting the wisdom of the settlement proposal were set forth for the 
client, might have caused him to follow the intern's advice and accept 
the proposal.157 The intern would need to place emphasis upon the 
benefits of the settlement rather than the sacrifices of not settling. 
This is because the client made it clear already (by indicating his will-
ingness to go to jail) that the risks and costs of going through a full 
evidentiary hearing were acceptable to him. The intern might have 
shown him authority for why his temporary support claim, if it ever 
existed, was barred by the merger doctrine.158 The intern also might 
have shown him the statute requiring a minimum child support order 
of $50 per month. Although this would not likely have dispelled all of 
the client's fears (because of his contextual perceptions that lawyers 
cannot be trusted), at least he would have seen that the intern had not 
invented his statements of the law, and hopefully would have been 
more willing to agree to the proposed settlement. !59 
At the next consultation, the intern would need to decide 
whether to advise the client that he would withdraw if the client did 
not change his position. From one perspective, this might have pro-
vided an incentive for the client to accept the proposal. Conversely, 
he may have felt threatened by that advice and simply turned his an-
156 For guidelines in dealing with angry or explosive clients, see BINDER ET AL., supra 
note 6, at 248-50; CLAWAR, supra note 117, at 15-16; NELSON, supra note 117, at 69-72. 
157 NELSON, supra note 117, at 76-78. 
158 Of course, a form of authority that would be understandable to the client must be 
used. Opinions from courts might not have been suitable. Perhaps textual material from a 
practice handbook would have been appropriate for this purpose. 
159 NELSON, supra note 117, at 76-78. 
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ger towards the i11.tem.16o 
Unfortunately, if the client still refused to agree to the terms of 
the proposal, withdrawal may have become the only viable option. 
Tb.e lawyer's ethical obligations must take priority over the creation of 
value for the client.161 
Value Point #8: 
SITUATION: 
The consultation referred to in the previous discussion occurred. 
The client was still apprehensive about the settlement. He inquired as 
to why the intern was not willing to fight harder for what he wanted. 
The :intern patiently explained the legal and practical reasons for the 
settlement and showed the client the authority for the mini;num sup-
port order and the merger of his temporary support claim. The client 
looked superficially at the authorit'y offered, but seemed to accept as 
true what the intern told him. The intern chose not to tell the client 
that he would move to withdraw from the case if the client did not 
change his position, but did inform him of a lawyer's duty to refrain 
from filing claims that are not warranted under the law .. After consid-
ering the alternatives, the client agreed to accept the settlement pro-
posal, with or without the requirement that the support go into the 
separate account for the child. He left the office feeling somewhat 
deflated but acquiescent. 
ANALYSIS: 
The situation was still volatile. The client easily could have con-
tinued to reject the settlement From the point of view of value crea-
tion, the client may have begun to perceive the benefits of the 
representation in the form of an objective assessment of the client's 
chances and of the best results obtainable, although his fears and an-
ger at his former wife could have taken control again.162 
SUGGESTIONS: t 
It would have been important for follow-up to occur, summariz-
ing the reasons why the cli,;nt should accept the proposaL This would 
have helped to reinforce the client's decision to do so. It also would 
have been important for the settlement documents to be prepared and 
~~0 BINDER ET AL., supra note 6, at 285-86; CLAWAR, supra note 117, at 42. 
1~! Se~ ~ate 155 supra, for references to the MoDEL RULES and the MoDEL CODE. 
- This IS an example of the client experiencing "conflicted feelings" about the wisdom 
~the_ settl_eme~t. BINDER ET AL, supra note 6, at 351. It is important nor to manipulate 
~ e client m this situation and to make sure the client makes the decision on his own. 
REUND, supra note 119, ar 278-79. 
L 
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signed as soon as possible, consistent with allowing adequate time for 
the client to evaluate his decision to settle.163 Creating specific lan-
guage for the client to consider may, in effect, have changed the "go/ 
no go" decision of whether or not to settle, into the less emotionally 
charged "way to go" decision, which is to say that the client would 
have had further input into the manner in which the settlement would 
be documented, and would have been more likely to feel satisfied with 
it.l64 
Alternatively, it could be argued that substantial time deliber-
ately should have been permitted to pass before the client was asked 
to sign settlement documents. This woul,P have provided time to 
make certain he was satisfied with the settlement. A long delay, how-
ever, may have resulted in the client losing sight of the persuasive rea-
sons for the settlement and once again, he may have succumbed to the 
emotional pressures that earlier caused him to resist. 
Value Point #9: 
SITUATION: 
After a few days, the documents were prepared and submitted to 
the client for signature, along with a letter explaining the reasons sup-
porting the settlement. Although apprehensive at first, after being re-
minded again of the sound reasons for accepting these terms, the 
client agreed to accept the settlement as proposed. The case was 
concluded. 
ANALYSIS: 
As a prerequisite to settling, the client needed to feel that he got 
enough of what he wanted and, more importantly, that he was being 
well-treated by his attorney. In the long run, he probably would have 
felt well-served, since the settlement was objectively favorable to 
him.165 On the other hand, if his main goal was to perpetuate the 
hostility with his former spouse, he would likely not be satisfied with 
the representation. 
SuGGESTIONs: 
As in the prior examples, a closing letter or meeting reminding 
the client of his initial desires in the case and the results obtained 
would have helped to solidify the client's perception that he received 
163 BINER ET AL., supra note 6, at 274. 
164 Jd. at 399-406; FREUND, supra note 119, at 268-78. 
165 This has the greatest chance of occurring if the client feels the decision was his. 
BINDER ET AL., supra note 6, at 284-85; CLAWAR, supra note 117, al 29. 
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high value in the representation. Because this client was reluctant to 
settle on the tem1s proposed, however, it would have been necessa.-y 
to acknowledge some understandable ambivalence on his part about 
tbe result. Finally, the lawyer could have pointed out that the settle-
ment was moditiable if the client later feels it must be changed.'66 
VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper discusses the creation of value in the attorney-client 
relationship - specifically in the resolution of disputes. It is impor-
tant to teach new lawyers how to create value for their clients because 
in practice, t.hey will be called upon to provide it. 
The article describes value as the ratio of the benefits received to 
tbe sacrifices (i.e. costs of ali varieties) incurred by a client from the 
legal process. As with other consumer purchases, if the balance, in a 
client's mind, favors the benefits, high value will be perceived. This 
will lead to client satisfaction witb the representation and repeated 
use of the attorney's services. If the balance favors sacrifices, low 
value is perceived, yielding client dissatisfaction. 
Often, lmvyers and clients do not agree about what makes a rep-
resentation valuable in a particular case. Whether high value can be 
provided often depends as much upon the context the client brings to 
the relationship as on the "quality" (as traditionally defined by law-
yers) of the legal services. Every client brings different needs and ex-
pectations to the relationship. As with other aspects of client-
centered lawyering, lawyers should learn to perceive value from the 
client's point of view, and work hard to understand the unique deter-
minants of value for each client. 
Clients' perceptions of value can and do change throughout a 
legal representation. The examples of various "value points" in the 
paper illustrate how perceptions of value can be affected by the events 
in a case. The examples also suggest how the attorney can and should 
attempt to affect (i.e. create) perceived value. 
For law school ,clinicians, the paper leaves many unanswered 
questions. To what extent should law school clinical programs attempt 
to teach the subject of value creation? Does the emphasis on effi-
ciency, inherent in value creation, conflict with the educational goals 
of most clinical programs? Should teaching value creation be the re-
sponsibility of the practicing bar? But if so, can students get a thor-
ough and organized introduction to the topic that does not promote 
efficiency as the only goal - at the expense of other important con-
Siderations? How can lawyers find out more about what clients value 
166 See notes 120, 135 supra and accompanying text. 
1 .. 
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in the process they receive? 
Finally, is it always possible, or even desirable, to create value for 
a client? If it is highly unlikely that clients' goals will be achieved, 
should lawyers decline to represent them due to ethical constraints or 
because ultimately they are destined to be dissatisfied? How does this 
comport with the ideal that every client should be entitled to legal 
assistance? How can clinicians teach students to balance the ethical 
demands of lawyering against the need to provide value for their cli-
ents? To the extent that creating value requires manipulating clients' 
perceptions, is this consistent with our shared ideals of client-
centeredness? I 
The discussion in this paper touches upon some of these ques-
tions, but is meant only to provide an introduction and a paradigm for 
further study. Certainly, it seems true that whether value is present in 
legal representation depends upon the perceptions of the client -
and, at times, such perceptions may be difficult for lawyers to ascer-
tain. Nevertheless, issues of value are present in every case and with 
every client, whether or not we acknowledge, or are aware of them. 
By focusing our students on these issues, we seize an important oppor-
tunity to improve our clients' levels of satisfaction with our work. 
Moreover, we advance the view that the legal profession does not ex-
ist for its own sake, but rather, to provide benefits to clients which 
exceed the sacrifices necessary to obtain them. 
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Appendix - Sample Client Closing Letter 
Dear Client, 
We write to confirm the results of your domestic violence case. 
After pleading guilty as charged, you were given no jail time and re-
ceived a fine of . You were also placed on one year's inactive 
probation. This means you need not report to the probation officer. 
The only requirements to comply with your probation are that you 
pay the fine and court costs and that no further incidents of domestic 
violence occur. 
As you know, you were charged with first degree domestic vio-
lence for which the possible penalty is a maximum of six months in jail 
and a $1000 fine, or both. In addition, in this state, a second incident 
involving domestic violence (after having been convicted of domestic 
violence previously) can be charged as a felony. In light of these seri-
ous consequences, initially our concern was to make sure we explored 
all possible defenses before entering a plea of guilty. You were con-
cerned about antagonizing the court by entering a plea of not guilty, 
but agreed to allow us to investigate the case completely. After we 
explored the facts fully, we agreed with you that you probably had no 
legal defense to the charges, but that there were sympathetic facts in 
your situation that should be brought to the attention of the court in 
order to minimize your sentence. We worked hard with you to put 
together supporting information and a statement to the court that 
fully described these facts. We think this had an impact on the judge 
and contributed to the favorable sentence you received. We hope you 
agree. 
Finally, we know that you accepted our representation distrustful 
of lawyers, and worried that our involvement would make matters 
worse for you. Hopefully, we have been able to help you better ac-
complish your own goals, on your terms, in a manner you found 
helpful. 
Thank you for allowing us to represent you in this case. We cer-
tainly wish you the best ali luck in working out the stresses that led to 
this incident. If we can be of any further assistance to you, please let 
us know. 
Sincerely, 
Legal Intern & Supervising Attorney 
